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Chapter I. 
INTRODUCTION 
On July 2, 1961, an incredible incident occurred when 
Hemingway who had scorned and condemned suicide throughout 
his life, himself committed suicide. He was always obsessed 
with the idea of suicide and it was a recurrent theme in his 
life and work. By taking his life Hemingway seemed to call 
into question all that he had represented in his life and 
writings. He had constantly brought himself forward as a 
champion in everything he undertook. But the problem is as 
how to reconcile his self destruction with his victories. In 
his famous novel The Old Man and the Sea, Hemingway wrote : 
*A man can be destroyed but not defeated.'^ Perhaps Hemingway 
tried to escape his defeat by committing suicide. The code 
he formulated, standing for youth and based on toughness and 
endurance, was not suited to old age and failed him at the 
end. When his creative ability began to decline and finally 
dried up; he didn't find life worth living. He had undergone 
terrible experiences of physical and mental illness,-
resulting in sheer depression. But he could not bear to see 
himself approaching a lingering death. He, who had always 
condemned his father for his cowardly suicide, now understood 
how circumstances could drive a man to that destructive act. 
Ernest Hemingway, The Old Man and the Sea, London, 
Jonathan Cape, Thirty Bedford Square, Camelot Press 
Ltd., 1957, P. 96. 
Hemingway's ideas and emotions were profoundly 
influenced by his father Clarance Edmonds Hemingway's suicide 
in 1928. He was deeply attached to his father whose 
unnatural death haunted Hemingway all his life. In the story 
The Doctor and the Doctor's Wife, Nick's preference for the 
company of his father, rejecting the summons of his mother, 
is suggestive of the male solidarity which had a hold on 
Hemingway right from his childhood: 
"Your mother wants you to come and 
see her," the doctor said. 
"I want to go with you," Nick said .... 
I know where there's black squirrels." 
"All right," said his father."Lets go there."^ 
Hemingway attempted to exorcise the effect of his father's 
death by writing about it in his Spanish Civil War novel For 
Whom the Bell Tolls. It was important for him to write out 
this painful memory, as writing to him, was a therapy and 
gave him relief from the painful remembrances of the things 
past. But Hemingway was obssessed by the theme of suicide 
and self-destruction even before his father's death. In one 
of his earliest published stories Indian Camp, he has 
described the suicide of an Indian during his wife's 
agonizing birth pangs. The theme gained prominence in his 
2 Ernest Hemingway, The Nick Adams Stories, New York, 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1972, p.26. 
writings during the 1930s. It was discussed in his non 
fiction work Death in the Afternoon; in a story A Clean Well-
Lighted Place; and in his novels To Have and Have Not and For 
Whom the Bell Tolls. He himself had suffered numerous 
accidents and injuries which were a form of self destruction 
and could be one of the motives which led him to attempt 
suicide. 
Hemingway received almost universal praise during the 
192 0s and reached the peak of his contemporary reputation 
with The Farewell to Arms in 1929. But he had to strive a 
great deal to attain that high position. Relations between 
his parents, compatible only on the surface, made his 
childhood unhappy. He has depicted the personal 
reminiscences of his childhood in many of the Nick Adams 
stories. The story The Doctor and the Doctor's Wife is a 
fictional presentation of Hemingway's own parents at 
Michigan and points to their temperamental differences. 
Hemingway himself said of the story that it was about the 
time when he discovered that his father was a coward^. 
Hemingway's mother Grace Hall Hemingway was a 
congregationalist and an obsessively religious woman. She 
ruled the family by force of her powerful personality. His 
father , a doctor and a disciplined sportsman whose 'chief 
3 Philip Young, Ernest Hemingway : A Reconsideration, 
University Park and London, The Pennsylvania State 
University Press, 1966, p. 33. 
interest were fishing, hunting and cooking, '^* was the 
svibmissive one, who always gave in to his wife's domination. 
Hemingway, even as a child, resented his father's submissive 
attitude. The impact of female domination on his mind was put 
into words in a story The Three Day Blow in which Nick 
agrees with the view of his friend Bill that *Once a man's 
married he's absolutely bitched. 
From his childhood Hemingway was more attached to 
his father and inspite of his mother's continued insistance 
to push him towards music, he preferred his father's 
interests in fishing and hunting. During summers while 
staying at their lake side house in Northern Michigan, Dr. 
Hemingway occasionally took his son on professional visits 
across Walloon Lake to the Ojibway Indians. More often they 
fished and hunted together and the bond between the father 
and son was a close one. Hemingway transmitted his love of 
out-door life to his fictional character. Nick in Big Two-
Hearted River seeks solace in trout fishing and camping to 
avoid the traumatic after effects of war. In Cross Country 
Snow skiing for Nick is fun. Santiago, the old Man, feels 
that fishing was what he was born for. Through the pursuit of 
outdoor life, Hemingway made his protagonists develop a kind 
of communion with nature. The physical atmosphere in many of 
4 Carlos Baker, Ernest Hemingway : A Life Story, New York, 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1969, p.2. 
5 Ernest Hemingway, The Nick Adams Stories, p. 213. 
his stories and novels forms a background which stands 
symbolic to the action. In two of the early Nick stories The 
End of Something and The Three-Day Blow, Nick's inner state 
of mind is sharply projected forward through the setting of 
the stories. The ruins of the old saw mill at the beginning 
of the story pointed forward to the ruined relationship 
between Nick and Marjorie. Similarly the storm in The Three-
Day Blow emphasizes the severe blow which Nick felt after the 
breakup of his affair with Marjorie but it becomes quite 
clear that like the storm it will all be over, leaving Nick 
relaxed. Moreover the outdoor life of fishing, hunting and 
bullfighting provided opportunity to the Hemingway hero for 
coming to terms with violence and death. At first he is 
shocked by the existing violence and death but when as a 
hunter, bullfighter and fisherman he himself administers 
death, he comes to terms with it. A proper relationship is 
attained with violence and death through the test of self 
discipline, and ultimately he attains victory through his 
awareness towards his commitments. 
It becomes quite clear that from the beginning of 
his career as a writer, what Hemingway ^ *hart sought was 'to 
base his fiction on reality, but be tried to distill the 
essence of the experience so that what he made up was truer 
than what he remembered'°The unusual awareness of life, noted 
Quoted in Jeffrey Meyers, Hemingway : A Biography, New 
York, Harper and Row, 1985, p. 272. 
by his perceptive nature and sharpened sensibility, can be 
easily sensed in his early works in which his personal 
experience appears in the garb of fiction. In the story 
Soldier's Home Kerbs feels nauseated by the stifling love of 
his mother, which was more difficult for him to bear than her 
hostility. Hemingway's own condition was like that of Krebs, 
always trying to avoid the influences of the sugary words of 
his mother. Constance . C. Montogmery states: 
Hemingway recognized that his mother had 
taken advantage of his father . . . She had 
always been able to shirk responsibility with 
her well time headaches at times of crisis... 
Ernest rebelled at fifteen and turned to the 
lonely sports of fishing and hunting. 
The same tendency is reflected in the child hero Nick Adams 
who goes away on his own, on long hikes, and encounters 
strange men like Ad Francis and his negro companion in The 
Battler. Like Hemingway, Nick comes into contact with a 
hostile world which threaten him to undermine all the 
traditional values and faith. He becomes alienated both from 
home and the society. Throughout his life Hemingway was never 
able to forgive his mother. 'Years later Hemingway declared 
that the best training for a writer was an unhappy boyhood'^. 
7 Constance C. Montgomery, Hemingway in Michigan, New 
York, Fleet Publishing Corporation, 1966, p. 173. 
8 Charles A. Fenton, The Apprenticeship of Ernest 
Hemingway: The Early Years, New York, Farrar, Straus or 
Young, 1954, p.2. 
At school in Oak Park, Hemingway showed a fondness for 
literature. During his last two years at school , he focused 
his energy on writing. In his junior years there, he got 
himself enrolled in Journalism and a writing course dealing 
with the short story. The teacher used to conduct the 
journalism course as though the classroom were a newspaper 
office and the students were expected to adopt some criteria 
of writing a good article: 
Tell your whole story in the first 
paragraph; develop details in relation to 
their importance; leave the least important 
things till the end. The editor may have to 
cut your stuff. . 
Hemingway fulfilled all the expected requirements and from 
the start showed an aptitude for a style that was distinctly 
different and best suited for fiction. His first article 
appeared in the high school weekly Trapeze on January 20, 
1916, midway through his junior year. His first three 
stories, printed in Tabula the school magazine, showed his 
adolescent efforts and the literary influences upon his 
writings. 
Even as a Young man Hemingway showed a special talent 
for making news. As a journalist working for the Kansas City 
Peter Griffin, Along With Youth Hemingway, The Early-
Years, New York, Oxford University Press, 1985, p.24. 
star, he developed the art of writing the principles of which 
he had learnt at Oak Park High. The famous style sheet of the 
Star had a distinct influence on Hemingway's prose, 
advocating such rules as : 'Use short sentences. Use short 
first paragraphs. Use vigorous English. Be positive, not 
negative'.-^^ Later he himself acknowledged: *Those were the 
best rules I ever learned for the business of writing. I've 
never forgotten them.'^ -'-. His distinctive style which was 
precise and exact yet highly charged with connotative 
intensity was partially a product of his Journalistic 
career. He prided himself on his purity of expression and 
suggestive simplicity. His theories and techniques were 
formed in the early 192 0s and remained consistent throughout 
his career. His theory of writing taking on from the 
journalistic experience trained him to report only what he 
had witnessed directly : 'It's very hard to get anything true 
on anything you havent seen yourself . ' ^ ^. But as an artist 
he knew that actuality must be transformed by imagination so 
that it finally becomes more interesting than the original 
experience. In an interview with George Plimpton, Hemingway 
said: 
10 Ibid., p.39. 
11 Charles A. Fenton, The Apprenticeship of Ernest 
Hemingway : The Early Years, p. 34. 
12 Ernest Hemingway, Green Hills of Africa, New York, 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1935, p. 193. 
From things that have happened and from 
things as they exist and from all things that 
you know and all those you cannot know, you 
make something through your invention that is 
not a representation but a whole new thing 
truer than anything true and alive, and you 
make it alive and you make it well enough, 
you give it immortality. That is why you 
write and for no other reason that you know 
of .13 
As already pointed out, Hemingway acquired certain 
experiences from his unhappy childhood the reminiscences of 
which he put into his stories but the main motivating factor 
which made him a popular author of fiction, was his 
experiences of the war. World War I broke out when Hemingway 
was working as a newspaper reporter in Kansas City. He was 
very eager to enlist, but was rejected by the army because of 
defective vision. He then volunteered as a Red Cross 
ambulance driver in 1917, and was accepted. Though he was 
always close to the front, for the first two weeks he was a 
non combatant, dispensing chocolate and cigarettes to the 
soldiers in the front line. But on July 8, 1918, at half past 
midnight, when he was posted at Fossalta di Piave, there was 
the first rush of the battle. Hemingway was severely wounded 
13 Carlos Baker, Hemingway and His Critics : An 
International Anthology, New York, American Century 
Series, Hill and Wang, 1961, p. 37. 
by the explosion of a shell and though nearly killed during 
the incident, acted heroically. The soldier beside him was 
killed; another was badly wounded. As he dragged the wounded 
man to a safe area he was hit in the knee by machine gun 
bullets. By the time they reached to safety, the wounded man 
was already dead. Hemingway was taken to the field hospital 
in Fornaci before being shifted to Milan. He was now a 
shattered and disillusioned man. His tremendous idealistic 
beliefs before being wounded, stood as a powerful contrast to 
the bitter cynicism and disillusionment he felt for war. His 
physical wound gave him an opportunity to reflect deeply on 
the consequences of violence and war which he later turned to 
advantage in A Farewell to Arms. The account of Frederic 
Henry's wounds in the novel is very close to what actually 
happened to Hemingway. He gave a metaphorical account of his 
wound to his journalistic friend in 1922: 
There was one of those big noises you 
sometimes hear at the front. I died then. I 
felt my soul or some thing coming right out 
of my body, like you'd pull a silk 
handkerchief our of a pocket by one corner. 
It flew all around and then came back and 
went in again and I wasn't dead any more.-'-
This feeling is artistically fictionized in a passage 
14 Quoted in Jeffery Meyers; Hemingvay : A Biography, 
pp. 33-34. 
10 
in A Farewell to Arms. He also wrote about the same feeling 
of his soul going out of his body in a story Now I Lay Me in 
which Nick fears to shut his eyes lest his soul would go out 
of his body. 'I had been living for a long time with the 
knowledge that if I ever shut my eyes in the dark and let 
myself go, my soul would go out of my body. I had been that 
way for a long time, ever since I had been blown up at night 
and felt it go out of me and go off and then come back.'-'-^ . 
In stories like A Way You'll Never Be and A Natural 
History of the Dead, it became possible for Hemingway to 
describe with a deep penetration the horrors and ghastly 
scenes of the battlefield as he had himself witnessed such 
scenes in the war. But as he described it all, in a detached 
and stoical style, it gave his narration a fictional form 
rather than an autobiographical touch. His own wounds helped 
him to dramatize the inadecjuacies of conventional values 
through the fictional representation of his heroes and 
through them, the generalized wounds of the contemporary 
generation involved in World War One. 
Besides the physical wound which Hemingway put to 
advantage in many of his works, he was emotionally wounded 
when he fell in love with a beautiful nurse while 
convalescing at the Milan hospital. Agnes Von Kurowsky 
15 Ernest Hemingway, The Nick Adams Stories, p. 144. 
11 
developed in him an impulse to recover soon and the poignant 
memories of the time he passed with her is described in the 
novel A Farewell to Arms where Agnes is the model for 
Catherine Barkley. But Agnes jilted him and her unexpected 
letter refusing his offer of marriage had a devastating 
effect on him . According to Leicester Hemingway, the refusal 
of marriage by Agnes 'hit' Ernest like a * second mortar 
shell'. ". The intensity of his love for Agnes can be easily 
felt in the emotional scenes of A Farewell to Arms. Later, 
his affair led him to establish a pattern of falling in love 
during war which he treated in novels like Across the River 
and Into the Trees, and For Whom the Bell Tolls. 
After his disillusionment with war, Hemingway started 
concentrating on writing. But the bloody spectacle he had 
witnessed , alienated him from the society and its values, 
and he could not at the time easily slide back to 
conventional family life. He was tormented by broken ideals 
and illusions. When it looked that he had lost interest in 
every other thing except writing, his mother lost patience 
with him and ordered him to move out of the house. His 
mother's turning him out of the parental home had an 
unforgettable effect on his mind. According to Leicester 
Hemingway: 
16 Leicester Hemingway, My Brother Ernest Hemingway, New 
York, The World Publishing Company, 1961-62, p.52. 
12 
It was this break that enabled Ernest to 
write as truthfully as he could about what he 
knew including our parents and their 
1 7 
reactions to stress . 
After leaving his home, Hemingway moved out to Chicago 
and for a year worked there as an editor of The Co-operative 
Commonwealth. He met there an important literary 
acquaintance, Sherwood Anderson, who later sent him to Paris 
with letters of introduction to some of the famous 
expatriates. He also met there Hadley Richardson, with whom 
he fell in love and married in September 1921. With her, he 
left for Toronto and became the roving correspondent for the 
Toronto Star, beginning with fresh standards of truth, 
precision and simplicity.When Hemingway's first child was to 
be born, he had to leave Paris, as Hadley wanted their child 
to be born on the American soil. His reaction at becoming a 
father, showed a veiled resentment. He gave the same 
impression in A Farewell to Arms when Frederic Henry felt 
'trapped' on being told by Catherine that she was going to 
have a baby. In the story Cross Country Snow, although not 
quite enthusiastic, Nick is shown as coming to terms with his 
advancing fatherhood and goes back to America to fulfill his 
responsibility as Hemingway himself did. 
17 Ibid, p. 69. 
13 
When Hemingway returned to Paris again in 1924 he 
set out once again to work very earnestly as a writer. He did 
not believe that writing could be taught, it could only be 
learned through laborious practice. For his themes he took 
nearly all the events of his former experiences and 
transformed them into fiction. With the publication of his 
stories in In Our Time in 1925 and his first novel She 5an 
Also Rises in 1926, he at once became the successful writer 
he had dreamed of, giving expression to the views of his 
generation - the 'lost generation ' of a hostile world. The 
'separate peace' of the Hemingway hero appealed to many 
contemporary readers who could no longer believe in old, 
conventional forms in a disordered world. Hemingway himself , 
troubled by the shock and disillusionment of his youth, had 
alienated himself from the society at large. He could not 
even bring himself up to enjoy a blissful married life. 
Although he married a number of times he could not prevent 
family relationship from functioning in a perverse way. He 
had disliked his mother's domination in the family and was 
overcautions to allow female domination in his own family. 
Even in his works, his models are ideal, submissive and 
docile women like Catherine Barkley and Maria. His early 
heroes, due to fear of unsuccessful family life, hesitate to 
face the responsibilities of marriage. And even when Frederic 
Henry and Robert Jordan look forward to marriage, it could 
not be brought to friution because of the untimely death of 
Catherine and Robert Jordan 
14 
During the early thirties Hemingway became as 
celebrated for his sporting prowess as for his literary 
achievements. His own world appeared boundless and his 
aptitude for confronting experiences became unlimited. His 
own interest in bullfights and hunting, expressed his 
competitive instinct and let him to use these sports in his 
fiction. Six vignettes of In Our Time, the last half of The 
Sun Also Rises, one short story The Undefeated, are concerned 
with bullfighting. In his non fictional works starting with 
the pieces in Transatlantic Review and the Esquire letters, 
to his complete books Death in the Afternoon and Green Hills 
of Africa, the emphasis is on the leisure activities in which 
he was involved at that time. In his letters he mainly 
featured his sporting opinions and techniques of big game 
hunting, bullfighting and fishing. In these letters, writing 
about his experiences in the field of sport he represented 
himself as a 'hard-living, hard drinking, hard-fighting 
adventurer always in the end the master of his fate.'-^  • 
Death in the Afternoon deals with bullfighting and Green 
Hills of Africa, is a book he worte about hunting. In the 
foreword to Green Hills of Africa. Hemingway said that his 
main purpose was 'to discover whether literal truth could 
rival fiction in imaginative power, whether a scrupulous 
18 John Raeburn, Fame Became of Him: Hemingway as Public 
Writer, Bloomington, Indiana University Press, 1984, p.72 . 
15 
portrayal of his own safari could match in artistic intensity 
19 his won novels.' 
It is quite evident that in his non fiction the 
autobiographical element became more deliberate and the 
sporting activities became an end in themselves. There was no 
colouring of imagination blended with the facts which had 
given his earlier works a new charm and novelty. When he 
adopted the same autobiographical strategy in his novel 
Across the River and Into the Trees, the revealed too much 
about himself resulting in the artistic failure of the novel. 
The earlier technique of writing out his experiences was 
miscarried and according to Alfred Kazin the book was 'one of 
the most confused and vituperatively revealing self 
portrayal' ^ he had ever read. 
Hemingway nourished on the experiences of war believed: 
'Civil War is the best war for a writer, the most 
complete.'^^ The out break of the Spanish Civil War brought 
about a considerable change in his attitude and way of 
thinking and enabled him to transmute his experiences into a 
great novel For Whom the Bell Tolls in 1940. The novel began 
while the war was still being fought. The hero Robert Jordan 
reflected the new sentiments of love and liberty which 
19 Ibid., p.73. 
20 Ibid., p. 126. 
21 Ernest Hemingway, Green Hills of Africa, p. 71. 
16 
Hemingway had also developed. Instead of the disillusionment 
and the separate peace of his previous war novel A Farewell 
to Arms, the hero now was involved in his duty which became 
even more important to him than his survival . He indulged in 
violence, but even the violence was not without purpose. The 
sentiments of the author are echoed through the protaonist, 
resenting the brutality of war in which innocent lives are 
destroyed and traditional values shattered. The individualism 
and self centered attitude has been replaced by fulfilment of 
the commitments and awareness of collective obligation. The 
title taken from a poem by John Donne, itself reflects this 
spirit. 
For years Hemingway had enjoyed the odd overlay of the 
past upon the present. Until the 1930s his books concerned 
his current experiences in life, but these personal 
reminescences were presented in an appropriate fictionized 
form. During 1940s his works began to lose their immediate 
appeal and nearly all the works after this period were 
artistically weak though autobiographically interesting. It 
was only with the novella The Man and the Sea that he was 
able to capture the essence of his earlier works. When he was 
finally awarded the Nobel Prize for the book in 1954 the 
journalistic response confirmed him to be the most renowned 
and honored American writer of his time. The pattern of 
Hemingway's career as a literary craftsman during his last 
ten years supports the view that the novel is a symbolic 
17 
representation of an intensely personal conviction. It is a 
personal struggle, grim and resolute, of the author to write 
his best. The battered but undefeated figure of Santiago 
merged with the image of his creator, who had come a long way 
from the shocked and disillusioned Nick Adams to look 
retrospectively to his struggles and experiences in life. 
Santiago, the Old Man overcomes defeat through his recurrent 
memory of the boy Manolin, who stood in his mind a living 
image of his own former youth and strength. This image 
sustained him during the course of his agony, setting before 
him a moral standard of power and endurance which he tries to 
achieve. Hemingway likewise attempted to recapture the past, 
during the last decade of his life. In his posthumously 
published non fiction work A Moveajble Feast, he presented a 
memoir of his youthful life in Paris during the 1920s . It is 
loosely based on fact but heightened by imagination. Like the 
boy Manolin in The Old Man and the Sea, whose memories 
provided strength and courage to the Old Man, this memoir 
inspired him to continue his struggle bravely with his 
writing. 
The Dangerous Summer published just a year before 
Hemingway killed himself, also recounted a sentimental 
journey of an aging man to the scence of his youthful 
achievements. The book is about bullfighting, but the focus 
is narrow and it seems a pale imitation of Death in the 
Afternoon. It appears that for Hemingway age had brought with 
18 
it a sense of loss and irritation rather than a depth of 
knowledge and experience. He himself knew that it was one of 
the worst books he had published. When it appeared he said 
that he was 'ashamed and sick' '^  at having written it. 
After Hemingway's death Islands in the Stream, which 
was left incomplete , was edited and published by Carlos 
Baker and Mary Hemingway. The novel dealt with the 
destruction of his family, his loneliness and anguish. It was 
again artistically a failure, as Hemingway, in all his later 
works scarcely bothered to transform the events of his life 
into fiction . The reason why it was widely read at that time 
was because of the publicity that his suicide had created. 
One of the factors leading to his suicide perhaps could 
probably be his inability to continue writing and produce 
significant works. Due to his severe mental and physical 
sickness, the right words would simply not come to his mind. 
'Now he would never write the things he had saved to 
write' •^. The persona which he had created years before 
could not be sustained by him. He had exhausted himself 
beyond his natural means. Finally when it became too great 
for him to bear the decline of his own high standards, he 
decided to end his life. 
22 John Raeburn, Fame Became of Him: Hemingway as Public 
Writer, p. 166. 
23 Ernest Hemingway, The Short Stories, New York, Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1953, p.66. 
19 
An analysis of the various stages of Hemingway's 
writing career - youth, middle years and old age corresponds 
with the age of his fictional characters of that time. Thus 
we can say that the author and his hero at the various stages 
of their life share and reinforce their views, attitudes, 
preoccupations, and likes and dislikes. Hemingway's life and 
and literary efforts were so much of a single piece that 
this merger of life and literature seems inevitable. But this 
does not mean that he wrote only for autobiographical reason. 
In fact, it shows his extraliterary dimension to reveal 
through his own experiences, the generalized experiences of 
his generation. It also gives to all his works a kind of 
unity which was his way of looking at life - the life which 
gave him immortality for maintaining that 'grace under 
pressure' which contains victory even in defeat. 
20 
Chapter II 
TTam-inqMay and the American Tradition of Short Story 
The short story as a major literary genre was still 
young when the new generation of the twenties took over and 
re-shaped it to their ends. In the first decade of the 
twentieth century , it was insisted by critics that the short 
story was not simply a piece of short fiction but had 
developed an identity and principles of its own that should 
be distinguished from other kinds of short prose fiction such 
as the 'tale' or 'sketch'. Since the beginning of recorded 
times there have been examples of short fiction in the 
history of literature, but only recently it was recognized 
that the short story has much more significance than the mere 
facts of its brevity and its being written in prose. It's 
conception as a work of art, comparable on one hand to the 
lyric or dramatic verse, and on the other to the novel, is of 
comparatively recent origin. 
In the early nineteenth century America, the short 
story evolved from a number of influences, like the 
eighteenth century essay, the traditional ballad and the 
tale, the new emphasis in painting and drawing on the 
concentrated 'sketch', and the Romantic insistence on the 
unity of effect and atmosphere.-^ Washington Irving, trained 
A. Walton Litz, ed. Major American Short Stories, New 
Delhi, .-.Hied Publishers, 1975, p.5. 
21 
as an artist, significantly called his first collection of 
stories as 'sketches' as he saw his narratives as pictorial 
representation of places and events. In his later volume he 
used the word 'tales' which was also taken up by Nathaniel 
Hawthorn, Edgar Allan Poe, and Herman Melville for their 
stories. Hawthorne called his first published collection of 
stories as Twice-Told Tales. Poe's collection was called 
Tales of zhe Grotesque and Arabesque. Melville called his 
early collection r.he Piazza Tales. In the present century the 
word 'story' has replaced all the other terms and has been 
exclusively used ever since. 
It was with the publication of a single-volume edition 
Twice Tela Tales, in 1851 , by Hawthorne that the first 
serious attempt was made to define the nature of the tale. 
Edgar Allan Poe's review of Hawthorne's collection of these 
tales took an extended form of a critical definition. Poe 
observed: 'In the whole composition there should be no word 
written, of which the tendency direct or indirect, is not to 
the one pre-established design.'^ His aim was singleness of 
effect vhich could only be achieved by restricting it's 
length so that it could be read at a single sitting. Making 
length a distinguishing feature of the short story poe 
created a notion that a short story differs from a novel 
because it is much shorter . But perhaps the most significant 
2 Ibid., p.12. 
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thing in Poe's review was his assertion that the tales 
'belong to the highest region of Art - an Art subservient to 
genius of a very lofty order.' Herman Melville wrote quite 
good stories, but did not made any clear distinction between 
short story and the novel. As he wrote his stories for 
magazine publication, he was deliberately conscious of their 
length. These tales resembled Hawthorne's tales in tone and 
method. Critics thus tend to acknowledge Poe and Hawthorne as 
the most significant ancestors of this genre. 
In the second half of the nineteenth century , American 
short fiction underwent further development in the hands of 
writers like Henry James and Mark Twain. James rebelled 
against the restriction of length on short fiction fixed by 
Poe and added new dimensions to the form of short fiction. He 
saw fiction as one of the highest forms of art, perhaps the 
form most characteristic of our present age. He believed the 
structure of fiction to be organic, the truths it revealed 
being implicit rather than explicit, and its appeal made to 
the intellect in conjunction with the emotions. He saw the 
technique of art as a means whereby the richness and 
complexity of life may be known and felt. Mark Twain infused 
regional dialect and local colour in his short stories, 
further widening its scope. Towards the end of the century , 
Ray B. West, Jr., The Short Story in America, Los 
Angeles, Chicago, New York, Gateway Editions, Inc., 
1952, p.4. 
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Stephen Crane showed the skill of transforming journalism 
into literature in his short stories. By now the short story-
had become an important literary form in America. 
The turn of the century was not a propitious time for 
American writers. The 'Genteel Tradition' and the plot 
dominated short story formula of the magazines hindered the 
publication of experimental and serious literary work. But in 
the late part of the second decade of the twentieth century, 
some writers rebelled against these traditions and also set a 
reaction against them. The beginning of this new development 
of the twenties is commonly associated with the publication 
of Sherwood Anderson's Wineshurg, Ohio in 1991. Frank 0' 
Connor rightly points out that *It is from this remarkable 
little book that the modern American short story develops'^. 
It was acclaimed immediately and was followed by a number of 
brilliant writers writing good stories: there was F. Scott 
Fitzgerald, whose first collection came out in 1920 to be 
followed by Tales of the Jazz Age in 1922 and All the Sad 
Young Men in 1926; Ernest Hemingway published In Our Time 
in 1925 and Men Without Women in 1927; and a host of 
excellent lesser writers such as Ring Lardner, James Branch 
Carabell, Floyd Dell, Manuel Komroff, Dorothy Parker, William 
Carlos William and Conrad Aiken etc. Toward the end of the 
period, William Faulkner and Katherine Anne Porter began to 
Frank O'Connor, The Lonely Voice : A Study of the Short 
Story, Cleveland : World, 1963, p.41. 
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appear as short story writers; Miss Porter's Flowering Judas 
was published in 193 0 and Faulkner's These 13 in 1931 'On 
it's short stories alone,' say the editors of a recent 
anthology, 'the Twenties would have been notable'. 
The changes which the writers of the twenties made in 
the short stories cannot be easily generalized. Even though 
the modern short story can be distinguished from earlier 
stories on the basis of having less action, subtler 
techniques, delicate effects and lesser optimism, it is 
difficult to specify accurately the distinctive 
characteristics of the new art of the twenties. The twenties 
were a period with - the post war boom , the attitude of 
moral revolt, the expatriation, the stress on youth, the jazz 
and a carefree experimentation in all the arts. Perhaps the 
'new' short stories of this period told the real truth about 
society, people and life, in a way more satisfying than the 
writers before them had done. As the time depicted in these 
stories in usually the writer's own the readers felt quite 
acquainted with the problems dealt with , the contemporary 
fashions, and even technological details. The writers of this 
period thought of themselves as truth tellers in this sense. 
It was the truth of his own feelings that Hemingway wanted to 
write about, but conceived it as the most difficult task 
Quoted in Austin Mc Giffert Wright, The American Short 
Story in the Twenties, Chicago, The University of 
Chicago Press, 1961. p.5. 
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because of the problem of distinguishing these feelings from 
conventional ideas: 
I was trying to write then and I found the 
greatest difficulty, aside from knowing what 
you really felt, rather than what you were 
supposed to feel, and had been taught to 
feel, was to put down what really happened in 
action . 
The modern short story thus tends to be more 'sincere' as its 
truthfulness arises from a more questioning and dark view of 
life. 
Many modern writers have often approached fiction first 
through an experiment with the short story form. Their 
struggles with the more demanding shorter forms of fiction 
have often served to teach them their craft and from the 
short story they have moved on to the novel. Hemingway's 
progress as a writer also began with the short story, and 
right from those years his stories have had an enomious 
popularity and influence. It would be hard to think of 
several stories by another modern American which have had as 
much influence, not only on the general reading public but on 
other writers as well. 
The early efforts by Hemingway are impressive not only 
Ernest Hemingway, Death in the Afternoon, New York, 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1932, p.2. 
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for the themes that they anticipate, but also for their 
variety. The intellectual climate of Chicago in the post 
World War I years encouraged experimentation, and Hemingway 
accepted such a challenge. Even in his very early stories, we 
can discover his instinct to experiment and to take new 
directions. He was always looking for variety of form even 
though he would repeat important themes and suggestively echo 
earlier work, the locale he took for his early stories, 
particularly his Nick Adams stories was the country around 
Horton's Bay where he himself had spent his childhood. As he 
was remarkably adept at storing up fragments from his own 
intense life, he used these bits of experiences in his 
writings. But he was no slave to biographical duplication. 
He created and developed in his stories, a hero, a fictive 
persona, and artistically hid himself behind his own 
creation. 
Besides putting down his own experiences in his 
writings, Hemingway's selection of themes and attitudes 
towards life was taken from other contemporary writers and 
his study of American classics. He assimilated and reshaped 
these writings with the force of his personal vision. Philip 
Young rightly maintains that : 
Hemingway played a sedulous ape to so many 
writers old and new but always made the 
borrowings his own. 
7 Philip Young, Ernest Hemingway ': A Reconsideration, 
Pennsylvania State University Press, 1965, p.5. 
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Hemingway's writings were influenceo by his reading of 
Kipling. His literary friends itnmediately saw the distinct 
influence of Kipling on his work and Gertrude Stein liked his 
early poems as 'they were direct Kiplingesgue.^' From Kipling, 
Hemingway learned to achieve his characteristic close 
observation and precise detail. Even the themes dealt by 
Kipling were taken over by Hemingway and transformed 
according to his own experiences, such as themes of violence, 
brutality, lonliness and insomnia etc. His own war wounds 
taught him to see a new emotional as well as literary 
dimension in Kipling and inspired some of his stories like 
Big Two-Hearted River, Soldier's Home and Now I Lay Me. 
In an interview with George Plimpton, Hemingway 
acknowledged that he had learned most from Mark Twain. Also, 
in Green Hills of Africa Hemingway said: 
All modern American literature comes from one 
book by Mark Twain called Huckleberry him... 
It's the best book we've had. All American 
writing comes from that. There was nothing 
before . There has been nothing as good 
p 
since. 
This statement makes clear the extent of influence 
Twain had on Hemingway. He not only profited by using the 
8 Ernest Hemingway, Green Hills of Africa, London, 
Jonathan Cape, Thirty Bedford Square, 1954, p.29. 
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colloquial speech, like Twain, as literary language in his 
works but also used in his stories a naive persona like 
Twain's hero, Huck Finn. Nick Adams, like Huck is exposed to 
the brutality, corruption, violence and hypocrisy of the 
adult world. He suffers as he comes in contact with evil, and 
searches for a freedom that is essentially a freedom to be 
emotionally honest. 
Hemingway's direct teachers were his contemporaries 
like Sherwood Anderson, Gertrude Stein and Ezra Pound. The 
atmosphere in which Hemingway lived and worked in his 
formative years was permeated with Anderson's art, 
especially Winesburg , Ohio for which the author was famous. 
The precise influence of Anderson's prose style on 
Hemingway's work is hard to determine and Hemingway has 
himself denied this influence. But Earl Rovit says, '... his 
early stories, Up in Michigan and My Old Man are very 
Andersonian in texture and feeling.' The critic also says 
that 'Hemingway told Dean Christian Gauss that he had used 
Winesburg, Ohio as his first pattern.'^ But even though 
Hemingway might have benefited from Anderson, Anderson's 
stories seem somewhat crude in comparison to Hemingway's 
stories which are quite refined. Besides the literary 
influence, Anderson's advice that Hemingway should go to 
Earl Rovit, Ernest Hemingway, New York, Twayne 
Publishers Inc., 1963. p.43. 
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Paris with his wife Hadley rather than to Italy, proved very 
beneficial and had far reaching consequences on his literary 
career. 
In Paris Hemingway came under the tutelage of Gertrude 
Stein and Ezra Pound. He showed them his early stories and 
greatly benefited by their comments. Later on he told John 
Peale Bishop: 'Miss Stein's comments were nearly always just 
and right, where those of Pound, while useful on occasion 
were quite as often completely unjustified. '-^ ^ The most 
important effect of Pounds' friendship with Hemingway however 
was that it increased his self confidence and reassured him 
of the importance of his work. To Hemingway, writing became 
not only a vocation but a faith which strengthened his belief 
in the values of his craft. 
After 1923, Hemingway sought no editorial advice from 
either Gertrude Stein or Ezra Pound, although Miss Stein 
claimed credit even for Hemingway's later success. What he 
produced in 1923 and afterwards had a special original 
quality not attributable to the influence of other 
contemporary writers. He was temperamentally an originator 
rather that an imitator. 
Hemingway's literary career taking shape from the 
short stories involved his major thematic concerns and his 
10 Carlos Baker, Hemingway : The Writer as Artist, second 
edition, Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1956, 
p.26. 
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style of writing. From these stories also there emerged his 
famous hero. Most of the stories of In Our Time deal with 
the experiences of a Young protagonist named Nick Adams and 
are intended to give a comprehensiveness to the portayal of 
the hero. Many of the key events in the life of Nick Adams 
are reminiscent of the happenings in the life of the author 
himself . In two subsequent volumes of short stories Men 
Without Women (1927) and Winner Take Nothing (1933) Hemingway 
included several more stories about Nick Adams. These stories 
enhance the features already outlined in In Our Time and also 
fill some of the gaps in Nick's career. Each of these stories 
reinforces the others to make an impressive total effect upon 
us . 
Nick Adams is Hemingway's most engaging hero, and 
though he was never put into a novel, the similarities 
between the life, the experiences and the mental attitudes of 
Nick Adams and the other protagonists of Hemingway's novels 
are strikingly obvious. In his novels, he further explored 
and developed the themes of his short stories. Thus his short 
stories and novels sprang from the same source of 
inspiration. This inspiration, he got from his personal 
experiences and the experiences of his generation-the 
generation which was bred in an age of devastating war and 
violence at a time when the traditional values were disrupted 
and the meaning of existence was lost. To this kind of world, 
Hemingway brought his own vision. Hemingway's peculiarly 
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negative outlook of human existence in the post World War I 
era led him to project in his works a harsh, realistic 
attitude to the human situation. 
Hemingway's range of subject matter in his stories is 
not wide, and he returns again and again to the same kind of 
material. His themes were quite basic, but he explored them 
honestly and thoroughly. He points precisely at what he feels 
must be pointed out. The stories have for their subject 
matter woundmgs, sexual unhappiness, violence, suicide etc. 
He wrote about the need of independence, yet he could not 
escape his identity as the son of particular parents, like in 
the story The Doctor and the Doctor's Wife. He wrote often 
about the relationship between fathers and sons. In several 
early Nick Adams stories like Indian Camp, The Doctor and the 
Doctor's Wife and Ten Indians, Hemingway has shown Nick, in 
the company of his father. He wrote about the splendor of 
love and it's painful loss in stories like The End of 
Something and The Three Day Blow. But his main pre-occupation 
was with the themes of violence and death, done with 
perfection particularly in stories dealing with war and its 
after effects, for example, stories like Now I Lay Me, A Way 
You'll Never 3e etc. These themes and preoccupations although 
they appear to be rather narrow, are subsequently developed 
and re-handled in new ways. They are shown to have sprung 
from a tender and sensitive mind, shocked by the apparent 
cruelty of life. No contemporary American writer has 
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grappled so manfully with the problems of his own generation 
with such unique experimentation. 
Hemingway's famous literary style is universally 
recognised as one of the important innovations of twentieth 
century literature, and it represents one of the great 
responses to an age of war and broken faiths. This style 
evolved from his short stories, gaining a skill in a prose in 
which more is left out than put in. In Death in the 
Afternoon, Hemingway wrote about his theory of writing: 
If a writer of prose knows enough about what 
he is writing about he may omit things that 
he knows and the reader, if the writer is 
writing truly enough, will have a feeling of 
those things as strongly as though the writer 
had stated them. The dignity of the movement 
of an iceberg is due to only one - eight of 
It being above water. 
The visible areas of these stories glint with lights of 
factual detail leaving the submerged part mostly invisible. 
But if patiently explored it is easy to see how the concealed 
parts move beneath the surface of Hemingway's dialogues. He 
never describes emotions but reproduces the events which 
caused his characters to experience them. The power of his 
writing depended on his remembering accurately the core of a 
11 Ernest Hemingway, Death in the Afternoon, p.192. 
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detail. Events are described strictly in the sequence in 
which they occurred , and perceptions came to the reader 
without any comments from the author; thus giving an 
impression of intense objectivity. Since the themes dealt 
with are often violence, pain and suffering, the 
characteristic effect given by the stories is of irony and 
understatement. But inspite of Hemingway's own assertion of 
the invisible, supporting structure of his stories, they are 
so readable as straight narratives that sometimes they are 
accepted at their face value, the real causes which lead to 
them being ignored. Scott Fitzgerald after reading Big Two-
Hearted River and arrested by it's intensity of writing 
commented : 'It's the account of a boy on a fishing trip. 
Nothing more - but I read it with the most breathless 
unwilling interest I have experienced since Conrad first bent 
my reluctant eyes upon the sea.' Fitzgerald engrossed as he 
was in the description, overlooked the underlying aspect of 
this fishing trip. Years later, Hemingway pointed out that, 
'The story was about coming back from the war but there was 
no mention of the war in it.' 
Hemingway was not much interested in exploring ideas in 
his fiction, or fabricating dense social settings. His 
12 Quoted by Philip Young, Big World Out There : The Nick 
Adams Stories, in The Short Stories of Ernest Hemingway-
Critical Essays, ed. Jackson J. Benson, North 
Carolina, Duke University Press, 1975, p.31. 
13 Ernest Hemingway, Preface to The Fifth Column and the 
First Forty Nine Stories, New York, Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1938. 
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distinctive achievements were his style and his hero embodied 
his moral attitudes implicit in that style . The strict and 
disciplined control exerted over the hero and his psychology 
are precisely paralled to the strictly structured sentences. 
The intense simplicity of the prose suggests that for 
existence, things must also be made simple. The prose is 
tense with a narrow focus because the atmosphere in with the 
struggle for control takes place is tense. 
The writers of the twenties shaped the short story of 
their time through experimentation and genius, although it is 
still considered peripheral, the by - product of 
apprenticeship. But this does not mean that the short story 
is easier to write than longer fiction. The short story 
writer has to select a point from which to approach life. He 
has just to give the necessary information and withhold that 
information which impregnates it with a high degree of 
sensitivity. Hemingway moved on from the short story to the 
novel but the hero's sense of his own existence, the fierce 
presentness of his emotions or feelings somehow seem more 
convincing in his short stories rather than in his novels. 
In his preface to The Fifth Column and the First Forty 
nine Stories, Hemingway wrote: ' I would like to live long 
enough to write three more novels and twenty five more 
stories. I know some pretty good ones.'-"--^  He was on the mark 
13ogogErnest Hemingway, Preface to The Fifth Column,and the 
First Forty Nine Stories, New York, Charles Scribner's Sons, 
1938. 
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about what he would he would achieve in the novel. He lived 
to complete For Whom the Bell Tolls (1940) , and Across the 
River and into the Trees (1950), and The Old Man and the Sea 
(1952) . But he never approached the count of the projected 
short stories even though his work in the genre forms so 
large a part of his literary importance. There are ng 
statements by Hemingway to suggest that short story fom/was 
less interesting to him than it had been. His career 
indicates that he went through some change in his view of 
himself as short story writer after 1945, when his serious 
writing effort went increasingly to longer fiction. Perhaps 
the reason being that the work for writing a novel continued 
from day to day, whereas for writing stories, he thought 
about them for a long time, perhaps even for years, until 
they were clear in his mind; it was only in the right mood 
that he sat down at the typewriter and 'got rid of them.'-*-^  
But Hemingway never totally abandoned the short story, 
and occasionally turned back to the genre even after he had 
achieved fame and financial security with his novels. He had 
built in his stories, a new art showing clearly the freshness 
of discovery, the zest and enthusiasm of originality, with 
distinctive universal qualities - an art which would remain 
one of the finest achievements of twentieth century American 
literature. 
14 Ernest Hemingway, The Nick Adams Stories, New York, 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1972, p.259. 
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Chapter III. 
Existing Criticism of the Nick Adams Stories 
In Our Time (1925) is an extremely important volume in 
the Hemingway Corpus, as Nick Adams, the first and most 
engaging Hemingway hero, makes his first appearance in the 
stories of this collection. In these stories Nick is 
presented first as a boy and then as a young man. In a review 
of In Our Time, D.H. Lawrence called the book 'a fragmentary 
novel', declaring that even though it does not pretend to 
be about one man, it really is. He concluded that the 
sketches in the book are * enough to create the man and all 
his history : we need know no more' 
Lawrence had said some significant things about Nick's 
importance as a hero, but Hemingway had more to say about the 
character of Nick, and eventually other stories 
about the character of Nick, appeared in two of his 
later short story collections. Men Without Women 
(1927), and Winner Take Nothing (1933). Hemingway had 
published fifteen Nick stories and one sketch, 
creating the life and times of Nick Adams in all three of 
his collections, but they were not presented in any ordered 
form. After his death a surprising amount of unpublished Nick 
D.H. Lawrence, review of In Our Time, in Robert P. 
Weeks, ed. Hemingway : A Collection of Critical Essays, 
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1962, pp. 93-94. 
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material was discovered . There was a complete short story, 
fragments of other works and a fairly long part of a Nick 
novel, indicating Nick's importance to Hemingway, right from 
the time when he developed his craft to deal with difficult 
aspects of existence. 
As early as 1947, Philip Young, who felt that the full 
impact and importance of the Nick Adams stories had not been 
perceived, proposed to the publishing firm Scribners to 
publish all the stories in one volume and arrange them in the 
chronological order of Nick's advancing age. Although his 
idea was rejected at that time on the ground that Hemingway 
would probably not like the project, in 1972 Young oversaw 
the publication of the Nick Adams stories, which included, 
besides the published Nick stories, the Nick material which 
Hemingway discarded or never published. This unpublished, 
'mysterious cache ' of materials included a complete Nick 
Adams story Summer People and an unfinished late novel in 
progress , The Last Good Country besides five new short 
pieces which Young described as * sketches in an artist's 
notebook. ' ^ 
Philip Young edited The Nick Adams Stories and wrote a 
long preface for the book but then replaced it with a brief 
2 Floyd C. Watkins, The Nick Adams Stories: A Single Work 
by Ernest Hemingway, Southern Review, 9 Spring, 1973, 
p.481. 
3 Philip Young, Preface to The Nick Adams Stories, New 
York, Charles Scribner's Sons, 1972, p.vi. 
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preface. . In his Preface, Young quite correctly notes that 
the eight hitherto unpublished sketches and fragments add new 
dimension to our understanding of one of Hemingway's earliest 
fictional protagonists. Young also points out that though 
Nick Adams stories appeared in all the three major short 
story collections, Nick could not be recognized as a 
consistent character because of the * jumbled sequence' in 
which these stories had appeared. When arranged in a 
chronological sequence of Nick's growing age, 'the events of 
Nick's life make up a meaningful narrative, '^  besides making 
Nick a memorable character. Young has arranged all the Nick 
stories under five different headings : The Northern Woods, 
On His Own, War, A Soldier Howe, and Company of Two, in 
which Nick grows from child to adolescent to soldier, 
veteran, writer and parent. . 
But these stories even though arranged in a certain 
order do not seem to fit the chronology. Under the heading A 
Soldier Home, Young has placed two stories The End of 
Something and The Three Day Blow, showing Nick as post-war 
veteran. In both these stories Nick does not appear as a 
soldier returned from war but as an adolescent experiencing 
the initiations into the pains of love. According to Horst H. 
4 The longer Preface was published separately as Big 
World Out There : The Nick Adams Stories in Novel : A 
Forum for Fiction, VI, Fall, 1972, pp. 5-19. 
5 Philip Young, Preface p.v. 
6 Ernest Hemingway, The Nick Adams Stories, New York, 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1972. 
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Kruse, in the story The End of Something, 'Nick is shown to 
be between sixteen and eighteen years of age.' In the war 
stories and after in which Nick appears as a war scarred 
soldier his bent of mind is rather different from what it 
appears to be in these two stories and he is also quite 
disillusioned. If arranged in a chronological sequence of 
Nick's growing up, these stories should be placed in the 
first group of Nick's progress from childhood to adolescence. 
Philip Young in his book Ernest Hemingway, accepts that 
the two stories The End of Something and The Three Day Blow, 
detail among other matters the disturbing end of an 
adolescent love affair°. But in The Nick Adams Stories, 
Young changed his opinion, classifying the two stories as 
post - war stories : 
. . . there is really no good way of arranging 
it. The two stories . . . are based on 
experiences Ernest had -- and people he knew 
-- in that post war summer, during half of 
which he was still a teenager. He is seeing 
himself as Nick in all these, and Nick comes 
across as immature because despite the war 
Horst H. Kruse, Ernest Hemingway'sThe End of Something: 
Its Independence as a Short Story and its place in the 
Education of Nick Adams, in The Short Stories of Ernest 
Hemingway : Critical Essays, ed. Jackson J. Benson, 
Duke University Press, Durham, North Carolina, 1975, 
p.213. 
Philip Young, Ernest Hemingway p^. 4-5. 
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Ernest still was. I elected to stick with 
Marcelline who tells us that at 21 her 
Q 
brother acted more like 16... . 
This shows Young clearly equating Nick and Hemingway in 
his arrangement of the Nick Adams stories. Thus The End of 
Something and The Three Day Blow are categorized as post-war 
stories because the events which they are based on in 
Hemingway's life occurred in Michigan during the summer and 
fall of 1919. 
Carlos Baker, Hemingway's first biographer, finds a 
parallel in nearly all the Nick Adams stories to the actual 
events in Hemingway's life. In his account of Hemingway's 
summer of 1919 romance with Marjorie Bump, Baker remarks that 
Hemingway and Marjorie used to 'spend evening beside a 
driftwood campfire". He further says: 
Opinions differ as to the seriousness of 
their association. But Ernest subsequently 
used her first name and characteristically 
romanticized their friendship in a pair of 
related stories, The End of Something and The 
Three-Day Blow -^^ . 
9 Quoted in Bernard F. Rodgers, Jr., The Nick Adams 
Stories: Fiction or Fact?, Fitzgerald / Hemingway 
Annual, 1974, p.156. 
10 Carlos Baker, Ernest Hemingway : A Life Story, New 
York, Charles Scribner' Sons, 1969, p.64. 
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But it can be safely argxied that while the incidents 
providing the source for the stories are certainly postwar, 
the fictional time setting just as certainly is not Philip 
Young, in his Preface to The Nick Adams Stories, himself 
asserts that Hemingway intended his stories to be read and 
enjoyed without regard for biographical considerations .•'••'• 
Since the publication of The Nick Adams Stories, many 
critics have questioned Young's arrangement of these stories, 
particularly his placing of The End of Something and The 
Three Day Blow as postwar stories. Bernard F. Rodgers, Jr. 
points out certain elements in the stories themselves which 
make them different from the postwar stories. According to 
him Nick's nightmares and insomnia - after effects of his 
wounding - appear as central to Now I Lay Me and A Way You'll 
Never Be; but in The End of Something and The Three Day Blow 
there are no suggestions of these traumatic elements. 
Besides, A Way You'll Never Be has Nick tell Para 'I was 
stinking in every attack' , yet most of the humour in The 
Three Day Blow is clearly caused by the attempts of two 
inexperienced drinkers (Nick and Bill) to act as though they 
1 7 
have everything under control. . 
Stuart L. Burns maintains that 'Nick's method of 
11 Philip Young, Preface to The Nick Adams Stories, p.vi. 
12 Bernard F. Rodgers,Jr. The Nick Adams Stories: Fiction 
or Fact?, p.158. 
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getting rid of Marjorie is essentially adolescent, as is his 
naive conversation about drinking, in the companion story'. 
He further observes that if viewed as the experiences of a 
veteran of the war, these two stories shake the reader's 
faith in Nick's development or maturity. . Thus, Burns 
unsatisfied by Young's arrangement of the stories, proposes 
that a more valid approach might be to * arrange them in an 
order that would clarify and enhance a thematic 
progression. ' •'•'^  According to him , the theme of loss is the 
major ordering principle of the stories. This loss is 
represented by 'the good country' to which Nick makes 
continuing and frustrated efforts to return. Under the 
heading The Good Country,Burns has placed four stories. Three 
Shots, Indian Camp, The Doctor and the Doctor's Wife, and Ten 
Indians. This 'good country' represents the 'Edenic time - a 
time represented by the presence of trout streams, Indians, 
and uncomplicated sexual encounters.' But for Nick, right 
from the beginning of his childhood , there is no really 
'good country' . It is true that he loves out-door life and 
often takes to woods and streams in adverse situations but 
his experience of the Indians in the above mentioned stories 
is quite discouraging. Nick is the witness in Indian Camp of 
13 Stuart L. Burns, Scrambling the Unscrambleable : The 
Nick Adams Stories, Arizona Quarterly,, 33,1977, p.135. 
14 Ibid., p. 138. 
15 Ibid., p.140. 
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the Indian husband's suicide probably because 'he couldn't 
stand things.' In The Doctor and the Doctor's Wife, the 
Indian Dick Boulton, exploits Nick's father for his services. 
In the story Ten Indians, Nick and Prudie, though seen 
together everyday, Prudie is shown to be unfaithful and is 
seen 'threshing around' in the woods with another boy. Also 
there is no 'uncomplicated sexual encounter' mentioned by 
Burns in these stories which had proved fruitful. Hence the 
arrangement of the Nick Adams stories by stuart L. Bruns is 
not convincing. 
Some critics are in favour of placing The End of 
Something and The Three Day Blow as postwar stories as Young 
had placed them. Floyd C. Watkins, supporting Young's 
arrangement says that 'the best evidence for placing the 
stories after the war is that Nick seems more mature, and the 
autobiographical events described in the stories ... occurred 
after the war.'-^ ° It can be safely argued that Nick in both 
these stories is not as mature as he appears in the other 
postwar stories. The stories leave a general impression of 
the first pains of youthful love and its romanticized loss. 
When the affair between Nick and Marjorie ended Nick felt 
that ' 'everything was gone to hell inside', and we can feel 
it all happening to him for the first time. 
16 Floyd C. Watkins, The Nick Adams Stories: A Single Work 
by Ernest Hemingway, p.484. 
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Although Watkins supports Young's arrangement of the 
above mentioned stories, he contradicts Young's placing The 
Light of the World first, under the heading 'On His Own, as 
according to him it fails to take into account Nick's earlier 
innocence in The Killers and his increasing cynicism. 
Watkin's further says that at the end of the story The 
Killers, Nick is shocked by potential violence so that he 
leaves the town and begins the life of a hobo which he 
pursues with a friend in The Light of the World and then as a 
lone hobo in The Battler. According to Watkins, 'this order 
has some chronology and meaningful development as Nick moves 
from a job to wandering'-'- , He asserts that in the story The 
Killers, Nick has taken a job as a waiter and moves from a 
job to wandering in the following two stories The Light of 
the World and The Battler. But in The Killers there is no 
reference to Nick's job as a waiter. When after his encounter 
with the killers, he goes to warn Ole Anderson he says 'I 
was up at Henry's , and two fellows came in ... and they said 
they were going to kill you.'-'-° Most probably Nick must have 
gone to meet his friend George, who worked at Henry's, when 
the incident took place. Thus it is not correct to see Nick 
as a waiter in The Killers, although Watkins' placing it 
before The Light of the World is probably a correct 
judgement. 
17 Ibid., p.483. 
18 Ernest Hemingway, The Nick Adams Stories, p.67. 
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Floyd C. Watkins further disagrees with Young's placing 
of the war story Now I Lay Me before A Way You'll Never Be 
and In Another Country. Both Young and Baker have supported 
this arrangement without giving sufficient reasons. Watkins 
says that A Way You'll Never Be should be the first of the 
three stories, as it is the only 'story which is not a 
reminiscence after the war is over.' In the other two stories 
Nick faces his past; 'his memory is a factor in his 
definition of himself.' 
Besides refuting Young's arrangement of certain 
stories, Watkins sees the Nick Adams stories as a single work 
by Hemingway . He views the stories as being tied together by 
•J A 
'some of the factual continuity of a novel.' According to 
him several characters and their memories occur in a number 
of stories, thus creating a unity within the stories. They 
are also held together by systems of consistent techniques 
and methods. Although the individual stories are complete 
entities within themselves, they become more powerful and 
meaningful when taken along with others instead of 
separately. Whereas John R. Cooley's 1980 essay on Nick Adams 
shows both the danger of treating the fragments as finished 
stories, and the danger of reading Young's book as a Nick 
novel; Watkins just views the collection as an artistic 
19 Floyd C. Watkins, The Nick Adams Stories, A Single Work 
by Ernest Hemingway, p. 484. 
20 Ibid., p.485. 
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whole, regarding the stories as much more closely related 
than many other collections of connected short stories. 
According to him * the hero progresses through a period of 
time as consistently as in the life of a living man of the 
time.' . Stuart L. Burns, on the other hand, maintains that 
the Nick Adams stories do not have the aesthetic continuity 
achieved in works like Sherwood Anderson's Wineshurg Ohio and 
Willaim Faulkner's The Unvanquished, nor is Nick Adams a 
consistently characterized or developed character.^^ 
Although the stories may not have the same aesthetic 
continuity as Anderson's and Faulkner's works have the Nick 
Adams stories bear the quality of being seen both as a single 
work, unified by the consciousness of Nick Adams, and as 
separate entities,- complete in themselves. 
Joseph M. Flora, devoting a whole book to the study of 
Hemingway's Nick Adams , gives assent to Young's claim that 
Nick is the most important single character in Hemingway, but 
believes that Young has not included all the Nick stories in 
his book. According to Flora, A Day's Wait and Wine of 
Wyoming are also Nick stories in which Nick is not named. He 
21 Ibid., pp. 490-491. 
22 Stuart L. Burns, Scrambling the Unscrambleable -.The 
Nick Adams Stories, p. 138. 
23 Joseph M. Flora, Hemingway's Nick Adams, Baton Rouge, 
London, Louisiana State University Press, 1982. 
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says that Young 'did not believe Nick is an important 
character in A Day's Wait and so omits the story' . But 
Young did not view A Day's Wait as a Nick story at all 
inspite of Baker's designation of it as a Nick story. Flora 
traces several references in the story which link it with 
other Nick Adams stories. He says that Schatz is the boy's 
'affectionate nickname' which we can well expect from Nick 
as a father to use and the German nickname 'is also in 
keeping with the cosmopolitan orientation that Nick's son has 
had.' When Schatz is asked by his father if he would like 
to be read to, Nick is being recognized in the question, for 
Nick had always found reading a pleasure. Flora further 
states that when the father suggests the boy to 'try to go to 
sleep', the boy replies "I'd rather stay awake."^^ The story 
parallels Nick's determination not to sleep in Now I Lay Me 
lest his soul leave his body. 
Another story which Flora thinks 'strongly suggests 
7 7 
Nick' is Wine of Wyoming. He attributes the narrator to be 
like Nick as he is a writer who likes to hunt and fish. Flora 
further opines that Fathers and Sons, the final story of 
24 Ibid., pp. 12-13. 
25 Ibid., p. 219 
26 Ernest Hemingway, Winner Take Nothing, New York, Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1933, p.92. 
27 Joseph M. Flora, Hemingway's Nick Adams, p. 14. 
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Winner Take Nothing, seems to clinch the case for identifying 
the narrator of Wine of Wyoming as Nick Adams. According to 
him A Day's Wait , Wine of Wyoming, and Fathers and Sons, 
form a Nick trilogy in the second half of Winner Take Nothing 
collection. Even though Flora considers A Day's Wait and 
Wine of Wyoming as Nick Adams stories and proves many 
parallels between the two stories and other Nick Adams 
stories, they can not be conveniently considered as Nick 
stories. There are many other stories in all the three 
collections which show a close resemblance to the Nick Adams 
stories but they cannot be placed under them without any 
clinching evidence. Some critics have also argued that Krebs 
in the story Soldier's Home is Nick himself, under a 
different name, but the protagonist of that story is not at 
all Nick although he appears quite disillusioned and 
alienated after the war just like Nick with his 'separate 
peace'. Barbara Sanders goes a step further when she asserts 
that Nick of the story Cross - Country Snow 'may or may not 
be the same Nick' found in the 'so called Nick Adams 
Stories.' She asks, 'could'nt different people in different 
op . . . 
stories share the same name?' . Such critics :]ust tend to 
take the scholars by surprise. 
The psychoanalytical critics have read the Nick Adams 
stories from Freudian point of view. They think that Nick 
28 Barbara Sanders, Linguistic Analysis of Cross Country 
Snow, Hemingway's Experiments in Structure and Style, 
Linguistics in Literature, 1, Spring 1976. 
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stories contain ample evidence that suggests * castration 
fears' especially the stories representing relationship 
between father and son. In Ten Indians, Ann Edwards Boutelle 
sees Nick's father as psychologically castrating his son, 
from any future communion with the Indians. Boutelle also 
suggests that the stories Ten Indians and Indian Camp both 
have as a hidden centre the fantisized murder the father by 
the son. 'The father must be killed so that the son can 
become the father.'^^ She further says that the stories which 
deal with the death of a father like figure or a wished for 
dead father, reaches the conscious level of Hemingway's mind 
in writing, therefore the story Father & Sons should be read 
as 'a public confession of Hemingway's complicity in his 
father's suicide'.^-^ 
Some critics have come to view Hemingway's stories on 
the basis of epistemological complexity. •^•^  James Nagel points 
out that while little understood by modern scholars. 
29 Ann Edwards Boutells, Hemingway and "Papa": Killing of 
the Father in the Nick Adams Fiction, Journal of Modern 
Literature, 9,1981/82, p.134. 
30 Ibid., p.140. 
31 Ibid., p.141. 
32 Richard Peterson, Hemingway: Direct and Oblique, Paris, 
Norton, 1969. Raymond Nelson, Hemingway -.Expressionist 
Artist, Ames, Iowa State UP, 1979. 
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Hemingway's mode was basically impressionistic as early as 
1920 . Impressionism was a movement, he thinks Hemingway 
could hardly have avoided. Nagel discusses the 
'epistemological distortions' that keep Nick's perceptions in 
a constant state of flux. The alledged objective narrator 
must continously struggle with problems of truth and 
illusion, and finally the reader must rely on his own 
perceptions and sensitivity to reveal the psychic drama. 
Some critics have read the Nick Adams stories with 
regard to Hemingway's narrative technique and point of view. 
Carl Ficken, commenting on Hemingway's technique says that it 
'reveals a definite correlation between Nick's own state of 
mind and the degree to which the narrator probes into that 
mind. In the earlier stories of Nick's childhood, the 
point of view is more objective; and as Nick is less capable 
of understanding, we come to know less of what he is 
thinking. But as Nick matures and is wounded, the narrative 
perspective becomes complex and subjectivity is intensified. 
A measure of objectivity returns as Nick grows past the 
wound. But Ficken thinks that the development was not 
consciously plotted by Hemingway. He matched his 'narrative 
perspective with hero's mental state' and this special 
33 James Nagel, Literary Impressionism and In Our Time, 
The Herr:ingway Review, Spring, 1987. pp. 17-26. 
34 Carl Ficken, Point of View in the Nick Adam Stories, ed. 
J.J. Benson, The Short Stories of Ernest Hemingway: 
Critical Essays, Duke University Press, 1975, p. 94. 
35 Ibid., p.95 
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skill gave a certain coherence to the Nick stories. Hemingway 
also managed to maintain Nick's position as central character 
in the stories by keeping a spot focus on Nick. Other 
characters are defined only through their relationship to 
Nick. Variation in point of view was a way by which Hemingway 
added dimension to the character of Nick Adams. If the reader 
sees Nick both from an objective narrator's position and as 
Nick sees himself, then the reader gets a deeper and more 
rounded insight into the character. 
Debra A. Moddelmog in the essay of 1988, sees Nick as 
the 'implied author' of In Our Time. 'It was actually because 
Hemingway was so close to Nick and yet not Nick that he was 
able to conceive of surrendering authorship to Nick without 
destroying the illusion of his fictional world.' . The 
critic says that in approaching the Nick stories as if Nick 
were their author, it would be easier to trace through them 
Nick's psychological history than his actual history. But as 
the essay deals with only those Nick Adams stories which 
appeared in the volume In Our Time , when Nick is not shown 
to be a quite mature man, it is not possible to trace the 
complete biographical history of Nick Adams. Even the 'recent 
psychological history' could not be viewed as complete 
36 Debra A. Moddelmog, The Unifying Consciosness of a 
Divided Conscience : Nick Adams as Author of In Our 
Time , American Literature, 60 IV, Dec. 1988, p. 594. 
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without the war stories and after which appeared in two later 
volumes. Paul Smith has subjected Debra A. Moddelmog's 
approach to a close critical scrutiny in an essay published 
in 1994.^ "^  
Robert Gibb, who takes Nick to be Hemingway's extension 
of himself says that we need not worry about distinguishing 
between Nick and Hemingway, Whether a story has been written 
by ' Hemingway the writer who wrote in the character of Nick 
Adams' or by 'Nick Adams the writer who, by existing, shaped 
the idea of a man and his cosmos', matters not. According to 
Gibb. 'Remembrance goes both ways'. . Hemingway created Nick 
Adams both out of his life and his strong imaginative powers. 
Flora is quite correct in holding that 'although Nick is not 
Hemingway, he reflects more of Hemingway than any other 
•3 q 
Hemingway hero'. . 
Wirt Willaims who sees Hemingway's works as tragic 
vision of his life says that 'he (Hemingway) was most 
completely himself only when he was at least giving 
intimations of the tragic in his work.''*^  Williams proceeded 
37 Paul Smith, Who Wrote Hemingway's In Our Time? ed. 
Kenneth Rosen, Hemingway Repossessed, 1994. pp.143-148. 
38 Robert Gibb, He Made Him Up: Big Two-Hearted River as 
Doppelganger, ed. Michael S. Reynolds, Critical essays 
on Ernest Hemingway's In Our Time, Boston, G.K. Hall, 
1983, pp. 255-256 
39 Joseph M. Flora, Hemingway's Nick Adams, p.189. 
40 Wirt Williams, The Tragic Art of Ernest Hemingway, 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana State University. Press, 1981, p.105 
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to the above conclusion on Hemingway's decision of what 
not to publish. According to him virtually all the 
previously unpublished stories and fragments in the 
Young's collection 'carry no hint, do not even suggest 
the potential of tragedy' .^^ As an artist, Hemingway 
had deep intutions about his art. He understood, 
however vaguely, that tragedy was his ultimate metier 
and that he was at his best when working in it or at 
least towards it. 
From all the above references it becomes perfectly 
clear that although critics have attributed the Nick Adams 
stories grown out of Hemingway's childhood memories, his 
boyhood adventures and his war experiences, Nick is not 
Hemingway. He was just a fictional persona, 'a special kind 
of mask''^ ^ for Hemingway. As a writer Hemingway was capable 
of absolute objectivity and subordination of the self to the 
needs of his art. 
41 I b i d . 
42 P h i l i p Young, Ernest Hemingway ; A Reconsideration. 
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Chapter IV. 
An Analysis of the Nick A<ifm« ,?^ -9yi«»« 
The significance of the collection of short stories, 
entitled In Our Time, is derived from the fact that in 
recording the shock effects of the modern age upon the 
forming character of a sensitive boy, Hemingway wrote a case 
history of the typical figure in the Lost Generation 
literature. As already stated this character also made his 
appearance in two later short story collections. All these 
stories projecting Nick Adams, the youngest Hemingway 
protagonist, were posthumously published by Philip Young 
along with other unfinished and unpublished Nick material. 
Young Nick, is born into the twentieth century world of 
denials of divinity, of natural and social order -a world 
devoid of any meaningful existence. He becomes an heir to a 
moral dilemma caused by the breakdown of the traditional 
nineteenth century values under the weight and influence of 
scientific discovery and scientific attitude. A shocking 
experience confronts the Young protagonist with the existence 
of inescapable violence and death in various forms. These 
experiences jolt his life of innocence and the hero is self 
educated to value rebellion. 
The early Nick Adams stories are centered around the 
theme of initiation. They dramatize the Hemingway 
protagonist's bewilderment with the world in which he has 
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perforce to grow up. It involves a fresh perception of the 
world. To adapt oneself to a strange world is a painful 
process. The entering into the world of experience teaches 
Nick to get a more reliable understanding of the world as it 
actually is. The result is freedom from illusion and 
miscalculation, although the often painful learning process 
involves divestment and loss. 
The first fragment in The Nick Adams Stories is the 
rejected piece Three Shots, the impetus behind the fragment 
being Nick's fear of death. Joseph M. Flora rightly states 
that the reason behind the rejection of the fragment by 
Hemingway was that he *chose to emphasize Nick's innocence 
rather than his cowardice' His father says, "I know he's an 
awful coward," , giving the reader a probably mistaken image 
of Nick. Hemingway has not portrayed Nick as a coward in any 
of the other Nick stories . He probably wanted to show his 
protagonist's, alienation and disillusionment as resulting 
from the unexpected and shocking events of the world around 
him. The fragment is important in emphasizing Nick's 
relationship with his father who shows great tact and 
tolerance in dealing with his son's fear. In some of his 
later postwar stories Hemingway deals with the theme of the 
Joseph M. Flora, Hemingway's Nick Adams, Baton Rouge, 
London, Louisiana State University Press, 1982, p.31. 
Ernest Hemingway, The Nick Adams Stories, New York, 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1972, p.14. 
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fear of death, but in those stories , the experience dealt 
with has a concrete and factual base. Nick had close 
encounters with death when he was severely wounded in an 
explosion in the battlefield, and the experience haunted him 
for years. In Three Shots, Nick's fear of death arises from 
his remembering a hymn he had heard in a church, * some day 
the silver cord will break,'^ which does not prove to be an 
adequate experience. According to Flora, Nick's fear of the 
night 'seems too exceptional'. The story also suggests that 
Nick's fear might be the mere result of a child's fantasy. 
While dealing with Nick as a sensitive boy, Hemingway did not 
so much intend to portray his fantasies and thoughts, but the 
impact of certain events on his consciousness which would 
altogether change his way of looking at life. 
Indian Camp is the first typical Nick Adams story of 
initiation in which the incident described brings the boy 
into contact with a perplexing and unpleasant reality of 
life. It is Nick's first contact with birth and pain and 
death. As a Young boy he had accompanied his father to the 
Indian reservation where an Indian woman had been in labour 
for two days. Nick's father performed a successful Caesarean 
operation with a jacknife and fishing gut, encouraging him 
all the time to watch, assuming that he could use the 
3 Ibid., p.14. 
4 Hemingway Nick Adams, p.32 
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experience to instruct him. There is a heavy emphasis on 
learning, especially in the doctor's clinical explanation of 
the process of birth. The woman's screams did not effect the 
doctor and he tells Nick that he does not hear the screams 
'because they are not important' . But the screams were 
important to the Indian husband, who when unable to bear his 
wife's pain, cuts his throat and Nick gets a very clear view 
of this scene: 
The Indian lay with his face toward the 
wall. His throat had been cut from ear to 
ear. The blood had flowed down into a pool 
where his body sagged the bunk. His head 
rested on his left arm. The open refer lay, 
edge up, in the blankets.° 
Nick is not the sufferer but the observer in this story . He 
is the witness of both the Indian mother's physical pain in 
birth and the emotional pain which led to the Indian father's 
death by suicide. Although Nick's role is that of a 
spectator, behind his physical passivity there is continuous 
psychic activity as Nick absorbs deeply and tries to assess 
the experience. His questions, though predictably child-like 
and curious, reveal a sensitive and perceptive mind. Shocked 
by his discoveries of birth and death, Nick asks his father a 
number of searching questions. These questions reveal the 
5 The Nick Adams Stories, p. 18 
6 Ibid., p.20. 
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preoccupation of Nick's Young mind with the idea of death. 
"Why did he kill himself, Daddy?" 
"I don't know, Nick. He couldn't stand 
thing's I guess." 
"Do many men kill themselves. Daddy?" 
"Not very many, Nick" 
"Is dying hard. Daddy?" 
"No, I think it's pretty easy, Nick. It all 
depends ." "^. 
The end of the story contrasts the painful world of 
human experience with the tranquility of nature, from which 
Nick plucks a sense of renewal and reassurance, feeling a 
naive confidence that he will never die. The story ends: 
In the early morning on the lake sitting in 
the the stern of the boat with his father 
rowing, he felt quite sure that he would 
Q 
never die. 
This ending implies the fact that since Nick is then 
only a child, he remains impervious to the experience. But 
the experience does have an emotional and psychic effect upon 
Nick. 
Hemingway had most probably intended this story to be 
read as Nick's first initiation into suffering of birth and 
7 Ibid., pp. 20-21. 
8 Ibid., p.21. 
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death and the impact it had on his consciousness. But some 
critics have tried to interpret the incident in a completely 
different manner. Larry E. Grimes suggests that Uncle George 
might be the father of the newborn child as he distributes 
Q 
cigars to the Indians on the evening of the child's birth. 
He further infers that the self inflicted wound of the foot 
of the Indian husband is a symbol of his 'castration'. The 
husband unable to bear his cuckoldry and the 'bastard 
product' of the 'white man's rape of his wife', slits his own 
throat. "'" Read from this point of view, the story does not 
show any everlasting impact on Nick's psyche. Grimes 
suggestion of the husband commiting suicide because of his 
impotence before the white man seems quite incorrect. It was 
love for his wife which lead him to this act, indicating that 
if two people love each other, the penalty they have to pay 
for the love may be too great. Later this issue would raise 
hard questions between the relationship of man and woman and 
Nick will ponder time and again, over the consequences of 
love and marriage. 
The next story in which Nick still appears as a Young 
boy is The Doctor and the Doctor's Wife. In this story on 
Indian workman tries to pick a fight with Doctor Adams so 
that he can avoid paying a large bill he owes for treatment 
9 Larry E. Grimes, The Religious Design of Hemingway's 
Early Fiction, Ann Arbor, Umi Research Press. 1974, 
p.56. 
10 Ibid. 
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of his wife. The doctor refuses to fight and dismisses Dick. 
Nick's mother being a Christain scientist cannot believe that 
anyone could be capable of such an action. Feeling nostalgic 
in the alien atmosphere, the doctor goes for a walk and 
finding Nick reading in the woods, tells him that his mother 
wants to see him. Nick replies, "I want to go with you, " . 
and his father assents. That a boy should prefer his father's 
company to his mother's is natural enough, but Nick's 
statement can perhaps be regarded as something more 
suggestive, an instinctive rejection of his mother's 
attitudes and conception of reality. 
Nick's opting to go to the woods with his father 
despite his mother's summons, suggests his love of outdoor 
life. As is clear from the story, Nick's gradual awareness of 
the incidents of the parental conflict, being constantly with 
them, might also have forced him to avoid the tension-laden 
home atmosphere and move into the peace of the woods. Here it 
is worth while to note that Hemingway's own statement about 
the story misled many readers and critics in the 
interpretation of the incident. Hemingway once said that the 
story 'was about the time when he discovered his father was a 
coward.'•'•^  Perhaps this biographical statement might have led 
Scott Fitzgerald to observe an intense quality of humiliation 
11 The Nick Adams Stories, p.26. 
12 Philip Young, Ernest Hemingway: A Reconsideration, 
University Park and London, The Pennsylvania State 
University Press, 1966, p.33. 
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in the story. He says, 'without the aid of a comment or 
pointing a finger one knows exactly the sharp emotion of 
Young Nick who watches the scene'.^ Fitzgerald thus , tried 
to make Nick present at the doctor's first humiliation. 
Philip Young on the other hand, suggests him to be present at 
the second, when the doctor is humiliated by his wife. . 
Some other critics are of the opinion that Nick's presence is 
uncertain. Joseph M. Flora correctly asserts that the very 
structure of the story argues against even calling Nick's 
presence uncertain.-^^ There is no hint of Nick's presence in 
any of the successive humiliations of the doctor. Nick 
appears at the end of those two incidents, when he prefers to 
go to the woods with his father rather than to his mother at 
the cottage. Here again it should be noted that although Nick 
is excluded from the revelatory scenes in the story, the 
reader feels certain that eventually Nick will be forced to 
come to terms with the oppositions his parents represent and 
with the violence of his time which is manifest even on the 
domestic level. This shock of recognition gradually comes 
upon Nick and his response to his father provides the clue to 
understanding his emerging personality. In the story he is 
shown to have grown old enough to show his own preference and 
acts according to his own wish. 
13 F~. Scott Fitzgerald, How to Waste Material : A Note on 
My Generation, Afternoon of an Author, New York, 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1957, p.117. 
14 Philip Young, Ernest Hemingway : A Reconsideration, 
p.33. 
15 Hemingway's Nick Adams, p. 39 
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In Ten Indians, Nick has grown into an adolescent, 
consciously interested in sex, and the story deals in part 
with his sexual education. In the beginning of the story Nick 
is shown with the Garners, a neighbouring farmer's family 
returing from an outing. There is a contrast between the easy 
going atmosphere of the Garners and the atmosphere of 
'sickness' prevailing at Nick's home. When Nick takes leave 
from the Garners, he makes a telling remark: "I better go. I 
think Dad prob&bly waited for me."^°. Nick's failure to 
mention his mother, shows the distancing between the two 
whereas Mrs. Garner appears as a quite motherly figure even 
to Nick. In fact Nick's mother is not mentioned during the 
whole story. It's his father who affectionately serves Nick 
his supper. Jackson J. Benson contrasts Mrs. Garner's warm 
supper with that served to Nick in order to emphasize the 
1 7 
coldness of the doctor. . But the cold food which Nick eats, 
perhaps does not so much emphasize the doctor's coldness as 
it does the absence of the warmth in Nick's mother. 
The conversation between Nick and his father starts 
with the father as the questioner - a sign indicating Nick 
nearing his own independence. But when Nick questions his 
father about his girl Prudie, he avoids direct questions: 
"Didn't you see anybody at all?" and "How did you know it was 
16 The Nick Adams Stories, p. 30. 
17 Jackson J. Benson, Hemingway: The Writer's Art of Self 
Defence, Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press, 
1969, p. 12. 
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them?"-^^ His father finds it equally difficult to discuss 
directly the topic of Prudence Mitchell's infidelity. It 
might appear a bit unusual for a medical professional to show 
embarrassment in discussing sex with his son, but it is quite 
natural with some parents who find sex a difficult thing to 
talk about with their children. Quite in contrast Philip 
Young suggests that Prudie in the story was actually the 
Indian girl Prudence Boulton, daughter of the Indian who 
humiliated the doctor, and the doctor in turn took 
satisfaction in telling Nick what he saw. ^. There is nothing 
in the story to suggest the doctor's satisfaction in turning 
his son against the Indian girl. As a father, he is shown to 
be aware of his son's emotions and is quite careful while 
disclosing the secret of Prudie's infidelity. His acts 
throughout the story show great affection and concern for his 
son. 
The conclusion of the story deals directly with Nick's 
reaction to his girl's infidility. At first, Nick actually 
cries with his face in the pillow. "My heart's broken, he 
thought. "If I feel this way my heart must be broken."''^ When 
he woke the next morning: 
18 The Nick Adams Stories, pp. 31-32. 
19 Philip Young, Big World Out There : The Nick Adams 
Stories, p.33. 
20 The Nick Adams Stories, p.32. 
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There was a big wind blowing and the waves 
were running high up on the beach and he was 
awake a long time before he remembered that 
his heart was broken. -^  
The conclusion shows that although Nick has approached his 
adolescence, he is still Young enough to cry over his loss 
and at the same moment tends to forget the whole affair which 
he took so seriously in just a few hours. The story depends 
for its effect upon a new kind of moral complexity. The 
pathos is exposed as sentimentality and the romantic effect 
depends upon the natural, innocent vitality that tends to 
reduce the protagonist's suffering. 
The fragment The Indians Moved Away, titled by Philip 
Young, also touches up on Nick's boyhood. It emphasizes the 
importance of the Indians in forming the character of Nick as 
a boy. It is a reminiscence piece in which Nick remembers the 
plight of the Indians and also their present condition. Like 
his father, Nick had always been friendly with the Indians. 
In the fragment Nick is shown to be remembering mainly the 
generalized qualities of the Indians. 'Indians all smelled 
alike. It was a sweetish smell all Indians had'.... ''Many 
Indians were that way.' Thus the stories and fragments that 
deal with Nick's boyhood days, all touch the American 
Indian's world. 
21 Ibid., p.21. 
22 Ibid., pp. 34-35. 
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Further development of Nick can be seen in the story 
r^ e End of Something, in which he is old enough to take the 
initiative of breaking his love affair with a girl called 
Marjorie. Although this story is placed by Philip Young in 
the postwar stories, it is perhaps better to consider it as 
another story in Nick's initiation of the pains of love as it 
tells of the end of a sort of love affair that as an 
adolescent Nick had with a girl named Marjorie. The End of 
Something plays first on the end of Nick's companionship with 
his father and as the story is set in Horton's Bay, it 
indicates that Nick has ventured increasingly far from his 
parents' world. As a third person, the narrator begins with 
the lengthy description of the lumber town Horton's Bay and 
it's demise: 
In the old days Hortons Bay was a lumbering 
town. No one who lived in it was out of sound 
of the big saws in the mill by the lake. Then 
one year there were no more logs to make 
lumber....Ten years later there was nothing 
of the mill left except the broken limestone 
of its foundations showing through the swampy 
second growth as Nick and Marjorie rowed 
along the shore.''•^ . 
In the description the broken white limestone 
23 Ibid., p.200. 
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foundation stands out as a sharply etched object in a so 
called landscape of memory. It also provokes a conversational 
exchange between Nick and Marjorie while they are rowing 
Marjorie sentimentally refers to the white stones as 'our old 
ruin'. Hemingway carefully develops the drama of conversation 
which at first seems only the discourse of a casual fishing 
date. But soon it becomes evident that only Marjorie has to 
carry the burden of the conversation. Nick is shown just 
responding to her questions. Marjorie soon realizes that what 
Nick is not saying is more important than what he is saying. 
Finally she is able to bring to the front the real issue that 
Nick wishes to break off their affair. 
The falling out of love on the part of Nick Adams was 
deliberate and the unnaturalness of the situation is conveyed 
by the heightened emotional tension in which Nick is 
involved. Nick's matter-of-fact and objective response shows 
his unwillingness to share Marjorie's enthusiastic attitude 
towards their relationship. When Marjorie senses his tension 
and asks him, "what's really the matter?" he tries to avoid 
it at first, but on being insisted by her, he confesses, " It 
isn't fun any more." '* While trying to break up with her, 
Nick is afraid even to look at her. This story again deals 
with Nick's initiation into the complications of a 
relationship. A part of him does not wish to lose Marjorie, 
24 Ibid., p. 204. 
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but Nick is still very Young and fears the loss of freedom 
that commitment to a woman means. 
When the third character, Nick's friend Bill, appears 
in the story to ask if Marjorie went away it becomes 
apparently clear that the events of the fishing trip had been 
planned in advance so that it would be the finale of their 
romant i c int ertude. 
"Did she go all right? "Bill said. 
"Oh, yes." Nick said, lying, his face on the 
blanket. 
"Have a scene?" 
"No, there wasn't any scene." 
"How do you feel?" 
"Oh, go away. Bill! Go away for a while. "^. 
Yet Nick cannot accept the end without feeling bitter and 
wounded. Horst H. Kruse feels that Nick is learning to accept 
the natural laws of things and that it is a painful process. 
But though the process was painful for Nick, it was a 
deliberate effort on his part forced by circumstances. 
Although the causes leading to the breakup between Nick 
and Marjorie had been further elaborated in the story The 
Three Day Blow, and Nick's inner feelings further revealed, 
the story The End of Something is complete in itself. Certain 
25 Ibid. 
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critics feel that taken in isolation from the Nick Adams 
sequence, the story has no meaning in itself. Clinton S. 
Burhans feels that the two stories are as connected as the 
two parts of Big Two Hearted River, which clearly overstates 
the case.^ Horst H.Kruse in a detailed study establishes the 
independence of The End of Something as a short story, which 
has its own structure and its own roundness. Perhaps it can 
be safely infered that Hemingway himself intended that each 
of his stories should be read as a complete composition 
inspite of the apparent connection between them. This may be 
the reason why the Nick Adams stories always appeared in a 
* jumbled sequence' in the collections, and it would be 
preferable to view them as Hemingway had intended. Although 
critics have greatly profited from Young's collection of the 
Nick Adams stories, there have been great controversies 
regarding the chronology, as already pointed out in the 
previous chapter. The aim here is to view each story 
independently along with its possible relation with the other 
Nick stories. 
26 Clinton S. Burhans, The Complex Unity of In Our Time, 
Jackson J. Benson (ed.), The Short Stories of Erni 
Hemingway: Critical Essays, Durham, Duke University 
Press, 1975, p. 22. 
27 Horst H. Kruse, Ernest Hemingway's The End of 
Something: Its Independence as a Short Story and Its 
Place in the Education of Nick Adams, Studies in Short 
Fiction, IV, Winter, 1967, pp. 152-156. 
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The Three-Day Blow is again a story of adolescent 
initiation into the problems of adult life. At the beginning 
of the story Nick is shown in quite a carefree mood, and does 
not appear to be suffering from the repercussion of any 
affair. He freely discusses weather, baseball, whisky and 
literature with his friend Bill. Throughout these 
discussions, their adolescent temperament is exhibited. But 
when Bill starts the topic of Marjorie, his mood changes 
abruptly. Marjorie's reference makes him feel a great sense 
of loss and emptiness. The story at this part shows a deep 
penetration into Nick's feelings. The setting of the story 
and the storm blowing outside suggest the storm which is 
raging in Nick's mind. The three-day autumnal wind storm 
seems to objectify the blow which Nick felt in breaking off 
his affair with Marjorie. But like the storm, his grief is 
also shown to be shortlived. His effort to sustain his more 
painful feelings, emerges at the end to be largely self 
encouraged, when the lessened impact of the affair can be 
easily felt: 
Outside now the Marge business was no longer 
so tragic. It was not even very important. 
The wind blew everything like that away. . 
It stands in contrast with the turmoil in Nature described in 
the beginning to express the inner turmiols of Nick: 
2 8 The Nick Adams Stories, p.216. 
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The big trees swayed far over in the wind as 
he watched. It was the first of the autumn 
storms. ^. 
Thus, the reader can perceive the existence of subterranean 
currents of meaning and implications in Hemingway's 
description of natural phenomena and geographical settings. 
Nature is seldom shown as merely decorative; it is usually 
functional, evoking a mood in the reader and finally making 
it a part of the human drama. Hemingway's interest in 
describing nature shows in the dialectical interaction 
between the character and nature, as the emotions and 
feelings of the protagonist cannot be understood in isolation 
from the physical setting. 
The Last Good Country is a fragment written by 
Hemingway in 1952, about Nick when he had altogether stopped 
writing any stories about Nick . The fragment, infact, is not 
a short story but was probably intended as a Nick novel which 
Hemingway never completed. The problem with the fragment is 
that it does not fit easily into the chronology of the Nick 
Adams stories. The Nick of this fragment is not shown as 
sufficiently consistent with the Nick of the other stories. 
He is *too brooding, too victimized'. ^^ Also the Nick Adams 
stories had been rooted in their vivid sense of life, 'in our 
29 I b i d . , p . 2 0 5 . 
30 Hemingway's Nick Adams p . 1 5 . 
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time' . The direction of the 1952 work is altogether 
different. Perceptive readers have not missed an aspect of 
this fragment rare in the Hemingway canon, indicated by Mary 
Hemingway's choice of the title. The Last Good Country is a 
virgin place; a truly pastoral and bucolic land where Nick 
and Littless hide. The unfinished fragment ends before any 
destruction to the ideal place occurs and perhaps Hemingway 
also did not want to destroy his pastoral. But since he had 
no way to continue the idyllic sojourn, he left it 
unfinished. 
Philip Young has placed the fragment after the stories 
The Battler and The Killers, where Nick leaves his home and 
encounters incidents of violence and horror. In both these 
stories Nick is not shown with any of his family members. In 
The Last Good Country Nick is all the time accompanied by his 
sister Littless. Although Nick's mother does not make her 
appearance, she is mentioned by the two as 'our mother' . It 
shows that Nick still has family ties and hence the fragment 
should precede the stories where Nick is shown to be on his 
own. But since Hemingway had intended the fragment to be read 
as a Nick novel, it has quite different concerns regarding 
the theme and characterization etc. Viewing the fragment 
within the context of the collected Nick Adams stories, the 
tale becomes another stage in Nick's initation in the world. 
Hemingway seems not to have decided just how old Nick is in 
this episode. But it seems clear that he had in mind for 
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this particular portrait the representation of a much more 
active and impulsive Nick than is to be found in the stories. 
He had shot a buck out of season for which he had to flee 
from home. He had beaten the Evans boy twice in fights and 
contemplates killing him if the Evans boy does not leave him 
alone. Here is a central conflict unique in the Nick stories. 
In the others, Nick is essentially shown as passive. He gets 
involved in circumstances where things happened to him or to 
others around him and Nick's response is mostly that of an 
observer. In The Last Good Country, Nick strikes out for 
personal freedom, ready to destroy anything which intrudes 
upon it. 
Joseph M. Flora also notes that The Last Good Country-
is the only Nick story in which Nick appears both as a 
fisherman and a hunter. He establishes hunting as a more 
adult and dangerous activity, and according to him the 
change from fishing to hunting signals the end of the idyll. 
Flora has further associated hunting with sexual maturity . 
Although it was cut out by Scribner's from the narrative, 
Nick had made Trudy pregnant, an indication of his biological 
development. But the published fragment, although giving 
hints of Nick's attraction towards his sister, keeps their 
relationship on the right side of incest. The playful 
dialogue between Nick and Littless, appears unparalleled in 
31 Ibid., p.275 
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the Nick works and has a peculiar imaginative quality. 
Littlers reminds us sometimes of Catherine Barkely, making 
her 'separate peace' with Nick and sometimes of Maria who 
willingly does whatever her guide will instruct. But unlike 
Catherine and Maria who have earned their happy time, she is 
all the time afraid of the coming moment. Besides she has to 
deal with a morbid Nick, unlike Frederick Henry and Robert 
Jordan in A Farewell to Arms and For Whom the Bell Tolls 
respectively. 
At the end when Nick tells Littless, 'I have to think 
about things now the rest of my life',-^^ it becomes 
absolutely clear that his nerves have disrupted the security 
of the 'last good country'. He no longer believed in the hope 
like the Nick of Big Two Hearted River that there were plenty 
of days when he could fish the dark swamps. Similarly there 
was no hope left for Hemingway to continue with his idyllic 
place. When he saw pressures building around his good 
country, which he had created with such perfection, he left 
the fragment unfinished. 
The Light of the World is the first story in the 
sequence in which Nick is not named. Although Carlor Baker 
does not mention it along with other Nick stories in his book 
Hemingway: The Writer As Artist, most critics have gone along 
32 The Nick Adams Stories, p.129. 
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with Philip Young in naming it as a Nick story. The unnamed 
protagonist is very much like Nick, with his experience also 
following the patterns of the Nick cronicle. But the story 
being a first person narrative in which the narrator never 
divulges his name, some readers may find it difficult to 
consider Nick as the protagonist. Matthew J. Bruccoli 
observes that The Light of the World (193 3) shares many 
striking similarities with The Battler (1924) and The Killers 
(1927), despite their different dates of composition. He 
considers all three to be initiation stories in which Nick 
learns by indirection.-^-^ further, the stark, brutal 
experiences of these three stories are unlike other 
experiences in the Nick stories. 
The scene of the story is a provincial railroad 
station where Nick and his friend Tom find themselves amidst 
ten men and five women. All the five women are prostitutes 
and among the men, four are Indians while six are white men. 
The location of the story is aptly suitable for such a group 
to come together for a while and converse. Carlos Baker 
points out that there is much that is comic in the story. ^'*. 
But although the group conversation is conducted in roaring 
33 Matthew J. Bruccoli, The Light of the World: Stan 
Ketchel as My Sweet Christ, Fitzgerald/Hemingway 
Annual, 1, 1969, p.129. 
34 Carlos Baker, Hemingway: The Writer as Artist, (4th 
ed.) Princeton : Princeton University Press, 1972, 
p.140. 
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comic terms, the humour still teems with dark suggestions 
as Nick is out to discover the truth of the apparent world. 
The main issue of the story deals with 'the loudmouthed lying 
sentimentality of one of the five prostitutes' and the 
'normal, honest'^ confessions of a much fatter whore named 
Alice. Both the whores are lying or at least exaggerating 
what was a casual encounter to Steve Ketchel, a prize 
fighter, into a major love affair, which never took place. 
Howard L. Hannum opines that the real point of the dialogue 
between Alice and Peroxide is that Nick is being taken in by 
Alice, is infact beginning to respond to her personally, even 
sexually, and will have to be rescued from the situation by 
-3 -t 
Tom.-^  . But the emphasis of the conversation is not to show 
that Nick is in any way attracted towards Alice, although he 
shows his preference for the fat whore, who had ' a really 
pretty voice'-^^ The real point of the dialogue between the 
two prostitutes is perhaps to show their pathetic condition 
which they try to hide by creating a world of fantasy for 
themselves. What love has always come down to for both 
Peroxide and Alice is sex - bought and sold. Both now 
pathetically glorify a supposed relationship that gives 
dignity and self respect to their existing condition. 
35 Ibid., p. 140 
36 Ibid. 
37 Howard L. Hannum, Nick Adams and the Search for Light, 
Studies in Short Fiction, Winter, 1986, pp. 9-18. 
Whereas some critics with a psychological interest 
38 The Nick Adams Stories, p. 42. 
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have seen the story as Nick's coming into contact with 
prostitutes and homosexuals^^; Christian interpretations have 
seen a Christ like figure in Ketchel. Several of Peroxide's 
remarks do reinforce the notion of Ketchel being a deity: 
There never was a man like that;' *I love him like you love 
God' ; 'He was like a God''*'^  But the Christ symbolism does not 
seem broad enough to include all the implications of the 
story. 
The 'light' of Hemingway's title has been the target of 
much critical explication. Reades get reminded of Jesus' 
words in John 8 : 12 which seems to be the source of the 
title, but in the context of the story, the light applies to 
Nick only in the negative sense. It is chiefly in an ironic 
way that light has meaning since there is very little 
Christian value or sentiment present on the surface of the 
story. The world Nick walks through is anything but 
Christain, without any promise of release. As Sheridan Baker 
observed, the story makes masculine sexuality 'the light of 
the world' and is the false limelight that plays alternately 
39 The cook in the story is observed by many critics to be 
a homosexual, as in the story he is said to be 'a 
sister himself In reference to his hands it is said 
that he puts lemon juice on them, for getting them 
white. He is also seen as making advances towards Nick. 
40 r.he Nick Adams Stories, pp. 44-45. 
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upon Peroxide and Alice.'*•'• James J. Martine identifies this 
light with the red light - *the archetypal light in the 
archetypal houses of the oldest profession in the world''*^ . 
Despite the various interpretations of the story, Hemingway 
most probably intended Nick to observe the naked reality of 
the people who tend to hide their miserable state by living 
in the imaginary world. 
The next story to follow in the Nick Adams chronology 
by Philip Young is The Battler in which Nick is shown as 
having 'left home and is out on his own for the first time... 
heading for the next town on foot'^ . This situation occurs 
when after his encounter with the sickening situation of Ole 
Anderson in The Killers, Nick says, "I'm going to get out of 
this town."'^ '^  Hence the story The Killers should have 
preceded The Battler. The Killers is an episode of exposure 
in which the situation revealed is not through a 
manifestation of the protagonists' own experience, but by an 
episode in which the onlooker becomes aware of the 
inevitability of the situation. The scene of the story is 
41 Sheridan Baker, Ernest Hemingway: An Jntroduction and 
Interpretation, New York, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 
1957, p.30. 
42 James J. Martine, A Little Light in Hemingway's The 
Light of the World, Studies in Short Writer as Artist, 
p. 142. 
43 Charlos Baker, Hemingway: The Writer as Artist, p .142. 
44 The Nick Adams Stories, p . 69. 
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laid in a lunchroom where Nick watches and listens to two 
gangsters who are waiting to kill an ex-prize fighter Ole 
Anderson. The scene of waiting lasts for a full two hours, 
during most of which Nick is tied and gagged, along with Sam, 
the cook. When the victim does not appear, the killers leave. 
The contact Nick has made here with threatened violence 
leaves him appalled, and he goes to warn the ex-fighter. 
After informing him about the intentions of the gansters, he 
finds that the man is already aware that he is going to be 
murdered, but declines to do anything about his escape from 
what he seems to have taken as his fate. 
Although Ole Anderson has stopped trying to run away 
from his murderers, his state of mind is not resignation but 
despair, an attitude recognized by Nick in his own final 
comment: "I can't stand to think about him waiting in the 
room and knowing he's going to get it. It's too damned 
awful." The immediate awareness of death is intolerable and 
it can only be avoided following his friend George's 
meaningful reply: "Well you better not think about it"."* . 
Nick had previously learned something about the 
precariousness of life, but he had never comprehended the 
potential for total evil in human nature; the potential for 
impersonal destruction; killing of someone ^just to oblige a 
45 Ibid. 
46 Ibid. 
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friend'.'*'^  The atmosphere of The Killers is likewise charged 
with the potential of fast, violent action, and Nick finds 
himself caught in events he cannot at all control. At the end 
Nick tries to make his 'separate peace' by retreating from 
the town, but it becomes quite obvious that no 'three-day 
blow' will ever be able to wipe off this memory from Nick's 
mind. 
The Killers produces a perfectly dramatic effect 
because the narrator limits his narration only to what can be 
seen and heard on the occasion. The result is that the story 
reads very much like a little play. The narrator's commentary 
could be compared to stage direction in a play and the 
narrative is unfolded not through technical manipulation but 
by simple dialogues. The dramatic portion is so dominant 
that it almost completely overshadows the narrative. 
Even though the world becomes a still darker place for 
Nick after The Killers, his frame of mind is surely not that 
of Anderson, merely waiting for the end. He leaves the town 
for partial relief from his discouraging thoughts only to 
encounter further evil and brutality in the world around. In 
the story The Battler Nick is introduced to violence at the 
very beginning when he is knocked off a moving freight train 
at night by a brakeman. He further learns that violence can 
47 Ibid., p.63 
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break out without reason. A man needs to be tough and 
prudent, so as not to get caught in any incident unawares. 
Later on his way alongside the track he has an encounter with 
a former prizefighter named Ad Francis and his Negro 
companion Bugs. His meeting with them unfolds a depressing 
situation. The prize fighter was demented, and 'in the 
firelight Nick saw that his face was misshapen. His nose was 
48 
sunken, his eyes were slits, he had queer - shaped lips'. . 
About Nick's encounter with the brake man, he remarks, "It 
4Q 
must have made him feel good to bust you." ^ Nick becomes 
aware that something is wrong with Ad. The secret of his 
abnormality is disclosed when Bugs reveals that Ad had 
married a girl who looked so much like him that the press 
publicised her as his sister and never accepted them as man 
and wife. This caused both Ad's insanity as a result of which 
he started busting people indiscriminately and his subsequent 
imprisonment. While the three sit down to eat, the 
prizefighter suddenly turns ugly and threatens to beat up 
Nick on a flimsy pretext. The situation is saved by the 
Negro who strikes Ad unconscious by hitting the base of his 
skull with a cloth - wrapped black jack. Nick finds the 
relationship between Ad and Bugs, and intriguning one, with 
overtones of something evil. The unpleasantness in the story 
48 Ibid., p.49. 
49 Ibid. 
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is more in the things not said than in the outer events. Some 
critics believe that Bugs looks after the prizefighter for 
satisfaction of his homosexual urges. But there is nothing in 
the story to suggest the point, although Nick clearly finds 
something unusual in Bug's attachment to Ad. Flora opines 
that the story emphasizes that any human relationship 
involves obligations and *the alliance between the two men is 
one of the most durable relationships'.^^ Nick is perplexed 
by the way they live as dross on the fringe of society, 
constituting a kind of deformed humanity. They have no choice 
and little more than a tattered dignity. Nick's sensitivity 
stands in contrast to the matter-of-fact attitude of Bugs. 
His capacity to cope with and absorb shocks is also 
contrasted with Ad's inability to stand life's shocking 
experiences. 
The Battler shows that Nick has come a long way from 
his innocence of Indian Camp. He gradually gains knowledge 
through experience about the world which to him appears a 
treacherous and perplexing reality. Edmund Wilson says of the 
stories that 'the brutality of life is always there, and it 
is somehow bound up with the enjoyment, ' He further observes 
that 'the resolution of this dissonance in art made the 
beauty of Hemingway's stories.'^^Thus brutality acquires an 
50 Joseph M. Flora, Hemingway's Nick Adams, p. 92. 
51 Mc Caffery, Ernest Hemingway : The Man and His Work, 
Cleveland, World Publishing Company. 1950, p.237. 
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artistic dimension. Nick becomes an active participant in 
the human drama revealing a strong desire to further 
understand and explore the human condition 'in our time'. 
Hemingway himself had a strong desire to understand the 
human predicament. He never lost the zest for life and never 
gave up the quest for new values, which would enable him to 
glean some meaning from life. He had a certain romantic 
notion of man, believing in individual heroism and courage. 
Likewise Hemingway made his protagonist Nick, believe in the 
embodiment of such values, although his experiences kept 
shattering the illusion. He made Nick go to the war with 
optimistic thoughts of showing off his bravery and valour, 
besides studying closely the spectacle of life and death. 
Before going to the war, Nick is shown to be quite 
enthusiastic about seeing the Mississippi for the first time. 
He had read about the great river in books and thought 
that'crossing the Mississippi would be a big event, and he 
wanted to enjoy every minute of it' . But as he keenly looked 
down from the train, be saw 'a broad, muddy brown stretch of 
water' which seemed 'not to flow but to move like a solid.'^^ 
Despite his disillusionment, he tries to achieve the 
satisfaction from the thought that he had seen the 
Mississippi. In this fragment Crossing the Mississippi Nick 
52 The Nick Adams Stories, p. 134. 
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again comes to perceive the true reality of that which is 
sometimes made to appear something else by others, especially 
the artists. 
The other fragment to follow is Night Before Landing 
in which Nick is shown aboard a ship, expected to land the 
next day. Here we have a sense of the details only because 
we know Nick from the earlier stories. He is shown as one of 
equals among the other young men. These is nothing to suggest 
his further experiencing of any facts about life. The 
fragment is important in showing Nick's attitude towards 
marriage. He seems to be quite content and happy in telling 
Leon that he's engaged and would be getting married; ignoring 
the advice once given to him by his friend Bill: *Once a 
man's married he's absolutely bitched. He hasn't got anything 
more ... He's done for'. • 
The postwar Nick stories are preceded by a fragment 
Nick Sat Against the Wall . . in which Nick appears wounded 
both physically and psychologically. Nick had been hit in the 
spine and from that precise moment makes a 'separate peace' 
both from war and the society: 
Two Austrian dead lay in the rubble in the 
shade of the house. Up the street were other 
dead. Things were getting forward in the 
53 Ibid., p. 213. 
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town. It was going well. Stretcher bearers 
would be along any time now. Nick turned his 
head and looked down at Rinaldi. "Senta, 
Rinaldi, Senta. You and me, we've made a 
separate peace." Rinaldi lay still in the 
sun, breathing with difficulty. "We're not 
patriots. "^ '*. 
In a senseless war, where man cannot rely on his own inner 
resources, but on scientific weapons; where the whole act of 
fighting is either suicide or brutal murder, the only 
courageous thing to do is to walk out of it. 
It is not difficult to recognise the above extract's link 
with A Farewell to Arms However Nick will eventually learn 
that there is no real benediction even with his 'separate 
peace' . For a long time in future he would suffer from lack 
of peace. His memory of the unforgetful event will keep 
haunting him in the stories to follow. 
Nick is unique among Hemingway heroes in embodying in 
his experience the idea that Hemingway later concretized in 
his famous novel A Farewell to Arms. The sketch sharply 
adumbrates the novel, in which Frederick Henry, after being 
wounded says his farewell to the army and society as a whole 
and tries to make his 'separate peace'. 
54 Ibid., p. 143. 
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Hemingway intended his fiction to mirror the 
consequences of a war torn generation of which his 
protagonist is in many ways the lonely figure. In the war 
stories of The Nick Adams Stories, Hemingway has recorded the 
disasters of war, particularly as they culminated in the 
disillusion and psychic crippling of Nick Adams. In the story 
Now I Lay Me, the proximity to death in war does profound 
psychological damage to the protagonist. The story is 
narrated by the protagonist himself who remembers the time 
when he was 'blown up at night'. The event had upset the very 
rhythm of life. He wanted desperately not to go to sleep at 
night, precisely out of the fear that he wo.uld die: 
I myself did not want to sleep because I had 
been living for a long time with the 
knowledge that if I ever shut my eyes in the 
dark and let myself go, my soul would go out 
of my body. I had been that way for a long 
time, ever since I had been blown up at night 
and felt it go out of me and go off and then 
C IT 
come back.-^ -^ . 
So 'by a very great effort' he prevented himself from going 
to sleep in a dark night. He reports of the many ways he 
tried to stop thinking back to the nerve shattering horror. 
Nick recalls the days of fishing in the Michigan streams with 
55 Ibid., p. 144. 
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precise details. When on some nights the fishing did not 
work, he said his prayers over and over again, trying to pray 
for all the people he had even known. When his memory takes 
him back to the earliest thing he remembered, he recalls the 
attic of the house where he was born. In it, besides his 
mother and father's wedding cake in a tin box hanging from a 
rafter, there were also jars of snakes and other specimens 
that his father had collected as a boy and preserved in 
alcohol. With these specimens his memory centres upon an 
image of fire and destruction. In this fire his mother had 
burned all the prized possessions of his father as she was 
cleaning things out for the new house, designed and built by 
her : "I've been cleaning out the basement, dear"^° We are at 
once made to go back to the story The Doctor and the Doctor's 
Wife and recall the nostalgic 'dear' of the story. The way 
Nick's father reacted to the destruction is also comparable 
to the response the Doctor showed in the above mentioned 
story. He says nothing to his wife, but instead looks at the 
fire to see what could be saved. Nick's personal reaction and 
acute sensitivity to the event could be felt by the fact of 
his remembering everything so accurately. 
The night of Now I Lay Me is perhaps the worse of the 
nights when Nick ceases to remember anything. He feels a 
sense of alienation, which is further intensified by his 
56 Ibid., p. 147 
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conversation with an Italian born orderly who does not seem 
to understand his problem. The orderly, a married man and a 
father, sympathetically suggests Nick to marry: "You'll never 
regret it. Every man ought to be married." Even though Nick 
does not answer directly in the negative, it appears at the 
end of the story that the advice has counted for little. The 
reason behind it could have been the reveberations of Bill's 
advice in The Three-Day Blow: 'Once a man's married he's 
absolutely bitched.'^^ 
Critics who view this story psychoanalytically suggest 
that Nick's rejection of marriage is perhaps due to the 
wounding of the sex organs which could become a threat to his 
married life. Also the threatening image of Nick's mother, 
who is also the destroyer, is taken by some to be the reason 
of Nick's hesitation to marry. The most obvious reason 
however seems to be that Nick had come so close to death that 
love and wedlock for the present do not seem strong enough to 
win him back to normal life. 
In the following story A Way You'll Never Be, Hemingway 
portrays Nick's mental condition in terms of the horror of 
war. The story opens with Nick's observation of what he saw 
shortly after an attack in which he was obviously not a 
57 Ibid., p. 152. 
58 Ibid., p. 213. 
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participant. He passes through the deserted town with its 
many dead and the debris which typically surround the dead. 
He seems to be in a place where only he is alive. The 
perfectly realistic picture which the destruction of war had 
brought about is never so aptly described in the Nick Adams 
stories. 
The central focus of the plot concerns Nick's visit to 
a battalion encamped along the bank of a river. Nick is shown 
in an American uniform, talking to a captain, Paravicini, who 
was his friend before he got hit. His wounding appears to be 
literally and figuratively of the head. He had been certified 
as a 'nutty' and has not yet recovered, although he assures 
the captain that he is all right except that he can't sleep 
without a light of some sort. At the suggestion of the 
Captain, Nick lies down to take a nap, and mixed up 
recollections of war and other experiences race through his 
mind. These dream - like thoughts show the confused workings 
of his mind and he unconsciously tries to create order from 
his chaotic experiences. The hallucinatory visions which 
occur repetitively in Nick's mind are directly associated 
with something sinister and death like: 
....what frightened him so that he could not 
get rid of it was that long yellow house and 
the different width of the river. Now he was 
back here at the river, he had gone through 
the same town, and there was no house. Nor 
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was the river that way. Then where did he go 
each night and what was the peril, and why-
would he wake, soaking wet, more frightened 
than he had ever been in a bombardment, 
because of a house and a long stable and a 
canal?^^. 
The horror of these bad places is associated with the 'swamp' 
of Big Two - Hearted River where Nick feels afraid to go 
during his solitary fishing trip. Thus we see that in Big Two 
- Hearted River Nick is making an escape from the horrible 
war - memories that had been lurking behind at the back of 
his mind. 
Nick's dreams always took him to the same place, 
probably not far from where he is at present. And everynight 
he woke when he reached the yellow house. This frightening 
house apparently, marks the spot where Nick was wounded. As 
such, it becomes associated with the 'dream prefigurement of 
his death.'°^ The direct identification of the recurring 
image with death as a result of a particular wound brings the 
thematic emphasis of the story directly into focus. 
Nick's mental disorientation is not only emphasized by 
his dream-thoughts but also in his partial rationality which 
59 Ibid., p. 162. 
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a sense of alienation as if they were in another country. 
Wartime trauma tends to make even the bravest of men withdraw 
from life. The Major in the story also did not believe in 
bravery in much the same way as be did not believe in the 
machine course he was taking for the treatment of his wounds. 
Despite his lack of faith he visits the hospital regularly. 
During one of his conversations with the narrator the 
Major asks: 
"Are you married?" 
"No, but I hope to be." 
"The more of a fool you are," he said. 
He seemed very angry. " A man must not 
marry." "If he is to lose everything, he lose 
that. He should not place himself in a 
position to lose. He should find things he 
cannot lose."°^ 
After sometime, the Major makes his apology to the narrator 
and says that he had just received the news of his wife's 
death. Although he faces the situation with astute courage, 
it takes him great efforts to maintain his dignity: 
"I am utterly unable to resign myself", he 
said any choked. And then crying, his head up 
looking at nothing, carrying himself straight 
and soldierly, with tears on both his cheeks 
63 Ibid.,pp. 172-173. 
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and biting his lips, he walked past the 
machine and out the door. 
The issue of natural misfortune is central to the story. Like 
Catherine's death in A Farewell to Arms, the unexpected 
premature death of the major's young wife suggests that 
nature itself is violent. Nick here comes to face a 
biological fatality, a universal fact which cannot be altered 
and the story deals specifically with his reaction to this 
fatality. He recognizes his own limitations that no amount of 
sympathy on his part could lessen the sufferer's pain. 
After the war stories comes a two - part long story Big 
Two - Hearted River, which shows Nick back up in Michigan on 
a solitary fishing trip. It is extraordinary in its 
brilliance of description of the fishing trip. 
Certain details suggest that the trip is an escape 
from the unpleasant, nightmarish realities of life. Nick's 
actions serve a therapeutic function and emphasizes the whole 
process of fishing as a kind of cathartic ritual. 
At the start Nick is shown as having returned to the 
familiar landscape of his boyhood, in a state of inner 
tension. He seems so will acquainted with the stretch of the 
country that it seems to have become an integral part of 1 
identity. The geographical description is so charged with 
64 Ibid., p. 173. 
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underlying implications that it becomes a mirror of his 
mental state: 
There was no town, nothing but the rails and 
the burned-over country. The thirteen saloons 
that had lined the one street of Seney had 
not left a trace. The foundations of the 
Mansion House hotel stuck up above the 
ground. The stone was chipped and split by 
the fire. It was all that was left of the 
town of Seney . . . Nick looked at the burned 
over stretch of hillside, where he had 
expected to find the scattered houses of the 
town and then walked down the railroad track 
to the bridge over the river the river was 
there. It swirled against the log spiles of 
the bridge.^^ 
He experiences a great sense of peace in 
recounting the order of surrounding landscape. Although the 
burnt down Seney town in a sense represents destruction of 
war, Nick is optimistic that all of it could not be burned. 
still he avoids the town as it would remind him of the 
unpleasant memories from which he wants to shun.He advances 
to reach the high rolling pine plain where his exorcism would 
take place, leaving behind 'the need for thinking, the need 
65 Ibid., p. 179. 
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to write, other needs' °. Carlos Baker remarks about the 
description, 'At the surface of the story one finds an 
absolute and very satisfying reportorial accuracy. The 
fi7 
journey can even be followed on a survey map'° 
After reaching the place of his s a t i s f a c t i o n , Nick 
makes camp. The r i t u a l i s t i c t a sks of camp making are 
careful ly performed to shut off his thought process . Joseph 
Defalco has drawn a t t e n t i o n to the negative aspect of what 
Nick wishes to avoid: 
Thinking i s s i g n i f i c a t i v e of the 
p r o t a g o n i s t ' s p l igh t , for t h i s i s the process 
which r e c a l l s those past experiences which 
are too des t ruc t ive to normality to dwell 
upon.^^ 
Malcolm Cowley considers Nick's preoccupation with the 
physical activities as ' . . . . an incantation, a spell to 
banish evil spirits.' But it's quite obvious that Hemingway 
did not intend to involve his hero in any kind of myth or 
ritualistic action. By portraying these activities in detail 
he just wanted to emphasize the real, solid experience of 
66 I b i d . , p . 1 7 9 . 
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Nick Adams. However even this mode of projection may acquire 
certain mythical overtones for some reader. 
Paul Victor Anderson maintains that the key to 
understanding Nick's struggle lies in a comparison between 
Nick and his friend Hopkins, which reveals Nick's adversary -
his own lack of self confidence."^ But Nick begins to 
rehabilitate himself by the deliberate performance of certain 
tasks, proceeding through levels of increasingly intense 
engagement. The first part of the story describes Nick's 
struggles to build up his self confidence. In the second part 
Nick's actions reveal now far he has been successful in his 
attempts. 
The expert fishing and the devoted attention with which 
it is accomplished, resemble somewhat the fishing of 
Santiago, a professional fisherman in The Old Man and the 
Sea. But unlike Santiago, Nick is not in a position to catch 
a big fish. He does hook a big trout but the leader breaks 
and Nick looses the trout. The experience leaves Nick with 
his 'mouth dry and his heart down.' He feels shaken: 
Nick's hand was shaky, he reeled in slowly. 
The thrill had been too much. He felt. 
70 Paul Victor Anderson, Nick's Story in Hemingway's Big 
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vaguely, a little sick, as though it would be 
71 
better to sit down.'-^  
After this experience, although Nick catches two 'fine 
trouts' that were not so big, he realized that it would not 
be possible for him to fish the swamps. 'In the swamp fishing 
was a tragic adventure'"^ , and Nick did not want it. 
According to Carlos Baker ' . . . the swamp symbolizes an area 
of the sinister which Nick wishes to avoid, at least for the 
time being'^^. The same view has been endorsed by Jackson J. 
Benson. . Leo Gurko affirms that Nick, will surely "... fish 
there (in swamp) some day,' an observation borne out by the 
text: 'There were plenty of days coming when he could fish 
7 f, 
the swamp' . ° Here the possibility of a complete 
reconciliation with all the aspects of life is suggested with 
the final emergence of Nick who has attained confidence and 
selfhood. 
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In Big Two-Hearted River, Hemingway has managed with 
the help of a third-person narrator to avoid telling us what 
his hero has avoided thinking about. All the actions and 
events call forth our emotional response and not force it by 
description or reflection. The sentences are typically short 
and declarative and there is a lot of repetition: 
Now things were done. There has been this to 
do. Now it was done. It had been a hard trip. 
He was very tired. That was done. He had made 
his camp. He was settled. Nothing touch him. 
It was a good place to camp. He was there in 
the good place. He was in his home where he 
77 
had made it. Now he was hungry. 
The Nick Adams material published after Hemingway's death 
contained only one completed story, Summer People. Philip 
Young indicates that the story is 'very likely the first 
7fi 
fiction Hemingway wrote about Nick Adams,' ° but has placed 
the story after the postwar stories as Nick is shown in the 
story as sexually active. He is veiry much aware of Kate's 
sexual interest in him. Young has also indicated that the 
reason why Hemingway did not publish the story was that the 
sexual attitudes and descriptions in the story would not be 
commercially acceptable. Wirt Williams thinks that Hemingway 
77 The Nick Adams Stories, p. 184. 
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did not publish Surmer People probably because it did not 
show Nick confronting any catastrophe, which is a condition 
7 9 
for life, either directly or as an observer. 
Nick in the story is depicted as somewhat different 
from the 'summer people' who are insulated, who matter only 
for a season and who don't really belong. He does not want to 
make any permanent associations with them. He does not even 
take seriously his affair with Kate despite his intimacy with 
her. He only aspires to become a writer, the fact itself 
making him different from others, ' . . . he prayed as he always 
prayed when he remembered it, for the family, himself, to be 
fin . . . 
a great writer.'°^ The ending indicates that Hemingway 
decidedly wanted to make Nick a writer which was not 
consistent with his present character, hence perhaps the 
decision to let the story remain unpublished. 
After the story Summer People is placed the fragment 
Wedding Day which follows the story closely in time, as some 
characters from the story are shown as participants in the 
Wedding. Bill and Ghee get dressed for the ceremony but there 
is no description of the ceremony in the fragment. Afterwards 
Nick is shown with Helen rowing across the lake to their 
family cottage. 
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Carlos Baker thinks that in Wedding Day Hemingway was 
too close to his own life. -^  Baker's description of 
Hemingway's wedding with Hadley Richardson comes quite close 
to the events of the fragment. Like himself the author 
intended an early marriage for Nick. Regarding Nick's 
relationship with women Hemingway seems to have dealt with 
the issues which Nick is shown avoiding right from the 
beginning. In the story The End of Something, Nick rebukes 
Marjorie of knowing too much: "you know everything. That's 
the trouble... I've taught you everything. You know you do. 
What don't you know anyway"° In Wedding Day, Nick is shown 
as compromising with his wife Helen when 'she kissed him back 
the hard way he had taught her'.°-^ Thus, Nick realizing his 
responsibilities, comes to terms with his life and all that 
it has to offer. 
The fragment On Writing was intended by Hemingway as a 
possible ending to the story Big Two-Hearted River, in which 
Nick after having caught *one good trout', rests and reflects 
on many things, particularly his writing. Later he deleted 
it, giving a new and interesting slant to the story. In the 
fragment, Nick appears as a married man but in the story 
there is nothing to suggest that Nick is married. He is just 
81 Carlos Baker, Ernest Hemingway : A Life Story, pp. 80-81, 
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shown as trying to escape something distrubing, lurking at 
the back of his mind. Critics have emphasized it to be the 
war experiences of Nick. Hemingway's own comments on the 
Story have strengthened this approach. Some critics, 
however, are of the opinion that being a married man, Nick is 
trying to avoid the disturbing thought of his approaching 
fatherhood in taking the isolatory trip. May be the memory of 
the child birth and the husband's suicide that he watched as 
a boy still haunts him. The incident is graphically reported 
in the story The Indian Camp . 
The deleted material also instructs us about the method 
Hemingway perhaps himself employed before he created the 
character of Nick: 'Nick in the stories was never himself. He 
made him up... That was what made it good.'^^ This 
information about Nick's method of composition is given by 
the narrator, who also asserts Joyces' weakness on the same 
ground: 
That was the weakness of Joyce. Daedalus in 
Ulysses was Joyce himself, so he was te r r ib le . 
Joyce was so damn romantic and in te l lec tual about 
him. He'd made Bloom up. Bloom was wonderful. He'd 
made Mrs. Bloom up. She was the greatest in the 
world.^^ 
We find Hemingway giving us some useful insights into his 
84 Ernest Hemingway, A Moveable Feast, New York, Charles 
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theory of writing: 'The only writing that was any good was 
what you made up, what you imagined'° The subject of the 
fragment explores a connection between life and art as 
fictional constructs. The ending records the precise moment 
when the protagonist's mature writing career began. 
The story to follow is An Alpine Idyll, a first person 
narration, in which the narrator is not named. Critics have 
generally passed over the story. Sheridan Baker finds it 
'unattractive but able.'° Many critics have found it too 
anecdotal, a mere study in the bizarre. 
Joseph M. Flora is of the opinion that the story should 
have been placed after Cross-Country Snow as 'dialogue and 
other elements of the story suggest an older, more 
Europeanized Nick:.'°^In the story Cross Country Show Nick is 
married and also shown as approaching fatherhood. In An 
Alpine Idyll there is no hint of Nick becoming a father. He 
is married and becomes shocked at the potential vulnerability 
be shares with the peasant who had disfigured his wife's 
corpse. 
At the opening of the story Nick is shown returning 
from spring skiing with a friend, feeling that he has been 
87 I b i d . , p . 2 3 7 . 
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skiing too long. He feels tired and exhausted because of the 
heat, and gets satisfaction from the thought that 'there were 
other things besides skiing.'^°. While resting at the inn, he 
sees and hears about the peasant who had been unable to bury 
his wife until the melting of the snows. It is discovered 
that the corpse is disfigured because the peasant, who had 
propped it up in his shed during the winter, had gone into 
the habit of hanging a lantern from the open jaw. The priest 
and innkeeper are shocked at his behaviour: "*It was very 
wrong, ' said the priest. 'Did you love your wife?' 'Ja, I 
q-| 
loved her,' Olz said. 'I loved her fine.' 
The connection between Nick's skiing too long and the 
peasant living near his wife's corpse too long can be perhaps 
called thematic. The story is not an abstract exposition of a 
theme, but an account of a meaningful experience for Nick. 
His own vague reaction to the 'unnatural' skiing brings to 
him the full horror of a similar human condition. Carlos 
Baker thinks that as the peasant had lived too long in an 
unnatural situation; his sense of human dignity and decency 
had temporarily atrophied. When he returns to the valley, 
where it is spring and people are living naturally. He 
realizes how far he has strayed away and feels deeply ashamed 
of himself.^ He becomes the sufferer from human point of 
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view, and the narrator can only feel 'sick for him.' Thus, 
both the discovery and the narrator's feeling about it are 
presented in a fully dramatic way that depends wholly on the 
inferences drawn from the peasant's character. 
The story Cross Country Snow treats Nick's last ski 
outing with a close friend before taking his pregnant wife 
back to the States. The story opens with a breath-taking 
description of a skiing episode. Carlos Baker thinks that the 
opening would "summarize, dramatize, and establish firmly a 
phase of masculine living.' It also becomes evident from 
the skiing episode that Nick's leg is still wounded as he 
says, 'I can't telemark with my leg' Still the experience 
is quite exhilirating to Nick, very unlike his skiing 
experience in An Alpine Idyll. 
Inside the inn, the action moves to a dialogue between 
Nick and his friend George. When Nick orders a bottle of 
Sion, George says: "You know more about it than I do. I like 
any of it."^ We at once come to sense a sophistication in 
Nick, in matters of drinks, which he lacked in The Three-Day 
Blow. The waitress, who serves the wine, is observed by Nick 
to be unmarried and pregnant: 
93 I b i d . 
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"She's from up where they speak German 
probably and she's touchy about being here 
and then she's got that baby coming without 
being married and she's touchy."^" 
According to Joseph Defalco. * Nick is pictured as a man who 
feels trapped by the approaching birth of a child'^ The 
following conversation between George and Nick shows that 
Nick has accepted the responsibility of becoming a father 
although earlier he felt 'trapped' by fatherhood: 
"Is Helen going to have a baby? "George 
said, coming down to the table from the 
wall. 
"Yes" 
"When?" 
"Late next summer." 
"Are you glad?" 
"Yes. Now." 
"Will you go back to the States?" 
" I guess so." 
"Do you want to ?' 
"No." 
"Does Helen?" 
'No. "Mn "98 
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Nick's replies show that he realizes his responsibilities and 
is ready for the commitment he has made with his wife. 
Several critics are of the opinion that Nick's earlier 
resentment of his fatherhood was because he could not come to 
terms with his responsibilities and approaching 
domestication. But one of the reasons behind his resentment 
could also be the fear and horror of childbirth he himself 
witnessed in the Indian Camp. Incidentally Henry of A 
Farewell to Arms also feels ''trapped' in a similar 
situation. 
Nick's condition in the story is contrasted with 
George's and somewhat paralleled with the Swiss woodcutters 
shown sitting in the inn. Nick appears more observant and 
knowledgeable than his friend. He is a more responsible 
character, aware of his commitments and his duties. Even 
George's questions are not answered by Nick with regard to 
his friend's expectations "It's hell, isn't it"? he said. 
"No. Not exactly,"^^ Nick said. The Swiss woodcutters on the 
other hand represent the world of work and responsibility, 
which Nick is shown approaching with increasing assurance. 
The last sentence of the story points forward to Nick's 
growth of perception of the role of time in life and how the 
present should be made good: 'Now they would have the run 
home together.'•'•'^ '^  
99 Ibid., p.254. 
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The final story in the Nick Adams Stories is Fathers 
and Sons. It is a partial representation of Nick's life 
history told in third person narration to provide objective 
coverage. Nick is driving with his young son and takes a 
detour, which is reminiscent of a journey of his past. Nick 
is relaxed and in full control of the trip he makes: 'his son 
asleep on the seat by his side, the day's run made, knowing 
the town he would reach for the night' .^ 
Nick's memory soon provides him with very precise and 
revealing moments of his adolescense with his father. He 
feels grateful towards his father who taught him to hunt and 
fish. He remembers his father's suicide and how 'he had died 
in a trap that he had helped only a little to set.'-"-^ ^ He 
also views his father's limitations on sex education and the 
precise information he imparted to Nick on sexual matters. 
Several critics have seen biographical overtones in 
Hemingway's description of Nick's father. 
As Nick drives further, he remembers how he received 
his true sexual education, and the experience becomes the 
longest he recreates in the story. Nick's reminsicence goes 
back to 'the hemlock woods behind the Indian camp'"^ ^^  where 
he spend his boyhood. The foundation of his sexual education 
101 Ibid., p. 256. 
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was laid with an Indian girl Trudy, who 'did first what no 
one has ever done'-^ ^ Nick feels amused while relating his 
adventures with Trudy. But he also knows his adventures with 
Trudy. But he also knows that Trudy's ways could never be 
finally his. His liberated adolescent thinking on sex becomes 
traditional when Trudy tells him that her half -brother 
planned to sleep some night with his sister Dorothy. His 
honuor challenged, he at once becomes outraged and tells 
Trudy how he would kill her brother Eddie. 
Nick's memory again returns to concentrate on his 
father. He recalls the time when he aimed his shotgun at his 
father who sat on the porch reading the paper: "I can blow 
him to hell. I can kill him."-^ ^^  Psychoanalytical critics 
have viewed this act of Nick as a wish to see his father dead 
in reality, a kind of Edipal wish. Nick, now thirty-eight 
feels deeply moved by his father's death. 
When Nick's son, who had been sleeping in the car all 
along wakes, we see Nick in the role of the father. As Nick 
is questioned by his son. "What was it like, Papa, when you 
were a little boy and used to hunt with the Indians?"•^"° he 
realizes the opportunity to talk sex freely with his son. But 
he carefully omits the details. Now he realizes how difficult 
104 Ibid., p. 266. 
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the subject is for discussion with a son. Nick's other 
answers to his son are also not all satisfying and we find a 
communication gap between the two. At the end of the story 
when the son insists on visiting his grandfather's tomb. 
Nick's acknowledgment makes it doubtful if they ever will 
visit the tomb: "We'll have to go", Nick said. "I can see 
we'll have to go"-'-^ '^  
Fathers and Sons thus represents a powerful yearning 
towards tradition and continuity through a study of three 
generations and their mutual relationship. From the view 
point of plot-construction the story is perfect. The device 
of flashbacks of Nick's memory used for the first time 
connects the past with the present, and creates a sense of 
continuity in the flow of time. 
Thus, after the analysis of the stories we can 
eventually conclude that Hemingway did not write the Nick 
Adams stories merely for the sake of creating a particular 
character. Through Nick's consciousness he wanted us to know 
more about the condition of the world 'in our time' as it 
best dramatizes for him the issues and questions that are his 
fundamental concerns. These questions related to birth, pain, 
violence, love and death are essentially existential and an 
inquiry in to them may still inspire man in his struggle to 
remain free, independent and whole. 
107 Ibid., p. 268. 
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Conclusion 
The extraordinary events of Hemingway's life 
offered him plenty of material to recreate events in his 
fiction. The first World War situation which he faced without 
the conventional inner resources of strength, derived from 
religion, faith or philosophy, find a definite echo in the 
life of his protagonists. In Death in the Afternoon Hemingway 
writes: 
People in a novel must be projected from the 
writer's assimilated experience, from his 
knowledge, from his head, from his heart and 
from all there is of him. . 
This assertion can perhaps be applied with greater 
force to his short stories , especially the Nick Adams 
stories in which Hemingway presents his own experience in the 
garb of fiction and Nick becomes a 'special mask' for his 
author. 
Nick .^dams is indeed, one of Hemingway's best 
creations, and Philip Young's assimilation of all Nick 
stories in a single volume has been valuable to both readers 
and critics. It provides a sequence matching that of their 
source episodes in the author's own life, although when 
Ernest Hemingway, Death in the Afternoon, New York, 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1960, p. 191. 
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viewed with Nick's biographical point of view, the sequence 
seems slightly incorrect. The volume is important also in 
making available for the first time certain work that was 
previously unpublished. Although in the preceding analysis 
all the stories and the unpublished relevant material have 
been dealt together; it is, perhaps better to read the new 
additions as companion pieces to the published stories. 
Philip Young's impression that the Nick Adams stories 
collectively tell of a more or less coherent, if fragmented, 
story, is commonly accepted. Young's assertion that the new 
material 'fills the substantial gaps m the narrative,' is 
also commonly agreed upon. However when the assumption is 
tested through Young's suggested mode of reading, the results 
are not so clear and rewarding as the critic would have us 
think. 
Joseph M. Flora is correct in stating that Hemingway 
expected his readers to remember Nick from previous units, 
and he built upon what he had achieved in the earlier work.-^  
This does not necessarily imply that Hemingway also intended 
his stories to be read in a chronological order of Nick's 
growing age. It can also be pointed out that inspite of 
Young's assertion to have arranged the stories according to 
2 Philip Young, Preface to The Nick Adams Stories, p. viii, 
3 Joseph M. Flora, Hemingway's Nick Adams, p.15. 
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Nick's biography, he has arranged the sequence according to 
the author's biography, which lessens the impact the stories 
should have had. The distinction between the character and 
the author can reduce a lot of confusion in criticism. 
If taken together the Nick Adams stories show the 
consciousness of the protagonist in the making . They are 
'stories of character' focusing on the revelation of a state 
of mind and motivation. The recognition of truth and the 
moment of revelation are an integral part of the plot. These 
stories are also intended to give a comprehensiveness to the 
portrayal of the hero - something which can hardly be 
achieved in a single novel. More than the chronological order 
of Nick's growing age, the stories are held together by 
systems of consistent technicpaes and methods. Hemingway's 
customary insistence on concreteness;his understatements,-his 
omission of details in a way that enables the reader to make 
crucial assumptions from mere implication; his use of a terse 
and choppy prose - all point to a cohesive and unified 
structure in Nick's adventures. 
The consistency of Nick's character cannot be followed 
by the "coherence of his adventures.' Nick's most memorable 
adventures are those concerning the war. His war experiences 
are believed to have started from the precise moment when he 
was 'hit in the spine' during daytime in the fragment Nick 
Sat Against the Wall... and made his 'separate peace.' In the 
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following story Now I Lay Me Nick suffers from insomnia and 
cannot sleep without light, as he says that he has been 
'blown up at night' . In the next story A Way You'll Never Be 
he is depicted as probably suffering from a severe skull 
injury. And in the last, In Another Country he is at Milan 
for treatment of a wounded knee that will not bend. These 
details possibly dt not so much suggest a sense of coherence 
of experience or unity of character as they focus on the 
revelatory aspect of experience. Through Nick's woundings 
Hemingway wanted to emphasize the psychological implication 
of these wounds. For depiction of Nick's certain attitudes 
and behaviour, Hemingway found it necessary to show Nick 
wounded in different places and at different times. The dates 
of writing of these stories also show that Hemingway did not 
intend a chronology of any sort for his hero. He just 
depicted Nick in circumstances which helped him learn as to 
how things actually are and the options available to one in 
this traumatic world. The whole revelation is brought home 
with a compressed irony. 
Hemingway's iceberg theory, which provides mainly the 
stark facts with few overt clues to interpretation, has led 
many critics and readers to add improbable meaning and 
dimensions to the stories. In The Battler, the Negro's 
devotion to the insane prize-fighter is merely a portrayal of 
a man's selfless concern for another, but the relationship 
has been seen as homosexual by some critics. Hemingway 
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himself rejected this view. He was never concerned with 
perversion as is so often believed. The psychoanalytical 
critics are most mistaken in dealing with relationships 
between the characters. In Indian Camp, they accept Uncle 
George to be the father of the baby delivered by Nick's 
father. In Light of the World, they transform Nick's feeling 
for the fat prostitute into sexual desire. Even if they are 
partially correct, they miss out on the essential point of 
the story. 
These misinterpretations and exaggerations have 
partially resulted from Hemingway's technique of writing. He 
never explicitly states any abstract ideas, they have to be 
searched for, like the hidden part of the iceberg. But this 
does not entitle the critics to go beyond the limits of the 
really significant and project absurdity from the so called 
depths. Whatever is left insaid by Hemingway never 
contradicts or adds to the facts already stated. The story 
lies in its concrete details and nowhere else. 
Hemingway's method of narration has also led to diverse 
opinions regarding some of the Nick Adams stories. A majority 
of these stories are told in the third person, with Nick's 
name obviously mentioned. Of the stories, narrated in the 
first person, The Light of the World is the only one in which 
the event occurs before the war. Many critics do not accept 
it as a Nick Adams story. But it can be safely placed in the 
sequence because of its resemblance in other details with the 
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other Nick stories. The other stories in the first person An 
Alpine Idyll, Now I Lay Me and In Another Country are all 
told as postwar stories. Here it is accepted that Nick tells 
his own story as he has gained both the required perspective 
and maturity. With these justifications, the above first 
person stories can be safely considered as Nick Adams stories 
and Young's book The Nick Adams Stories can be taken as 
complete in itself. 
It can finally be inferred that the Nick Adams stories 
have the double advantage of being read as individual pieces 
and also as a sequence, although the sequence should not be 
read only with regard to the chronology of Nick's growing 
age. Nick Adams seems to have figured under other names in 
the novels of Hemingway and stamped his whole literary 
career. These stories are a crucible in which Hemingway's 
celebrated style was formed. Thus the Nick Adams stories turn 
out to be the beginning which helped Hemingway focus on the 
materials for the building of a permanent literary 
reputation. His ability to pinpoint the existentially 
significant patterns of experience amidst the apparently 
commonplace activities of a boy is as much evident in the 
Nick Adams stories as in his celebrated novels. The link of 
these stories and the novels is the subject of my forthcoming 
Ph.D. thesis. 
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